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TH LP vs THE BAR
A Crisis of Confidence

The Malaysian Bar's AGM on March 14, 1992 brought to the fore once again
the deep feelings or injustice surroWJding the shameful and scandalous sacking
of the fonner Lord President, TWI Salleh Abas, in 1988.
The AGM confirmed that certain wounds don't heal easily and certain wrongs
are not easily forgotten.
We publish various views on the bwe.

Nothing Has Changed
Barr~aff"msearHersmnd
SHEENA GURBAK-

HASH, a practising lawyer
and columnist on legal issues, gives these comments.
tudents of Chinese mythology
must sw-ely be familiar with the
tale of the Monkey-God. The
tale of the Monkey-God (for those
not familiar with it) is as follows:

S

Once upon a time thtre was a
clever monkey who lived in the
Happy Land with his fellow
simians. He was wise and clever
and after studying for many years
he became a master fighter and
crafty person. The monkeys were so
impressed by him that they made
him their King. But this monkey
wanted more so he went up to the
celestial heaven and created great
disruption in their ranks until the
Dragon King took notice of him.

They set him tasks to do and he did
them all using his guile, skill and
cunning and he grew more powerful and arrogant with every victory.
Finally unable to contain his
mischief any longer the Celestial
Kings set him a task. They promised
him immortality if he could leap off
Lord Buddha's hand. The Monkey
King scoffed at the simplicity of the
task and using a Cloud-Leaping
spell sped thousands of miles
through the air. He looked down
and saw jive pillars before him and
thought these must be the gates at
the end of•the world. / will/eave my
mark on them and return. He did so
and went flying back. Throughly
self-satisfied, he returned to the
Celestial Heavens only to be informed that he hadfailed miserably
in his task. The five pillars were the
five fingers of Lord Buddha's hand
and there on the middle finger was
the mark he had left.
As a punishment the Monkey
King was cast out ofheaven and set
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under a stone which could only be
removed by a pure and righteous
man who would one day pass that
way to release him.

Motivated By Good F aiJh
Given the events of the 46th
Annual General Meeting of the
Malaysian Bar it is not difficult to
draw analogies with Manjeet Singh
cast as the Monkey King, the Bar
Council as the Dragon King of the
Celestial Heavens. Manjeet attempted to take upon himself the
Herculean task of steering the Bar
through to a new era of cooperation
with the Bench and failed hopelessly. As reward for his pains, he has
been cast out of the Bar Council's
Celestial Heavens and the weight of
failure weighs as surely upon him
as the stone monument once
weighed on the Monkey King's
head.
Every thinking member of the
public will have a view of the
events that took place on 14th

labelled dissident, political
and unpatriotic.

No other profession in
this country is statutorily required- 'while acting with all
due courtesy to the tribunal
before which he is appearing
- to fearlessly uphold the interest of his client, in the interest of justice and the
dignity of his profession
without regard to any unpleasant consequences either
to himself or to any other
person'.

Acquitted With Honow-

a. Counci in MppCHt of ..:bd LP
Slleh Abe.: Plllrio'-m or treMor~?

The

March 1992. Three motions were
before the body of the Bar Council
that day. The first being the most
flowery and concilliatory advocating that 'with the passage of time ...
there be forthwith set aside any
policy which the Malaysian Bar
may have adopted ... of with-holding from any member of the
Judiciary who has been duly appointed such courtesy and respect
as it normally accorded to such
members of the Judiciary by virtue
of their office.'
The second motion was
withdrawn before the meeting and
the third said simply ... well it really
doesn't matter what it said because
that too was withdrawn before it
could be voted on.
The issues for the lawyers were
quite simply this. Not one person
present doubted that the actions of
the Bar Council in 1988 were
motivated by anything more than
good faith. The Bar saw itself leaping to the defence of a judiciary
which it perceived to be in a state of
crisis.
As if to add insult to injury,
subsequent events saw lawyers not
only not being given any credit for
their actions but being further

The tribunal before which
the Bar appeared in 1988 was
the whole v.orld and its client
was the judiciary in this
country and to their credit the
Bar acquitted itself with

honour.
The issues then before the Bar
at the 46th AGM were as follows:
a) was the Bar ready to rethink
its position.
b) was the Bar willing to rethink
its position.
That these motions were tabled
in 1992 and not before, and given
the general feeling in the Bar before
the meeting, it seemed clear that
many in the profession felt it was
time to look forward and to leave
the events of the past behind.
The second question was the
willingness of the Bar to rethink its
position. The motion before the Bar
was to many. a symbol of giving in.
To give in would mean an admission of failure and worse to rethink
the position would, some said, be
construed to mean that the Bar had
been wrong. It was probably these
sentiments more than any other
which led to the resounding defeat
of a motion that would have taken
the relalionship between the Bar
and the Bench on a 180 degree
tum.
The subsequent hoo-ha about
whether or not the resounding
defeat of the motion was consistent
with lawyers appearing in the
A limn MonthiJ 1992:12 (J) Page J

Supreme Court probably pointed to
a glaring iw;onsistency between the
sentiments and the actions of
lawyers.

The Moot Point
Manjeet's repeated statements
that you could not 'appear before a
judge if you didn't respect him or
have confidence in him' was taken

up by no less a person than the Lord
President.
The fact of the matter is quite
simply this. When a lawyer goes
into court he is bound BYLAW to
respect his tribunal. Hence, all the
bowing and My Lord-ing that
forms the normal code of conduct
in a courtroom. These are so automatic that some lawyers bow the
minute they step into a courtroom
regardless of whether anyone is sitting at the time.
The second factor is this issue
of "acknowledgement" of the Lord
President. This too is a moot point.
Lawyers being upholders of the
constitution cannot refuse to 'acknowledge' a constitutionallymade appointment of any member
of the 1udiciary. Questions of
respect and aclmowledgement are
therefore not even in issue. To appear is to respect, to be a lawyer is
to acknowledge.
When the Bar defeated the motion put before it, what it did in a
most positive sense was to reaffum
that it would not compromise its
ideals of justice. It did not reaffum
the motions of 1988 where it expressed 'no confidence' in the then
acting Lord President. What it did
do was reaffarm its commitment to
those ideals that moved it to arrive
at such a decision in the flfSt place.
Recalling the heady events of
1988, one was taken back to the
hey-days of the Bar. The Bar took
risks, it flew in the face of authority
and held dear every notion of justice and idealism it had ever learnt
in Law school. Was the decision of
the Bar tinged with a little nostalgia
for the turbulent headyness of
1988? Was this the reason the Bar

was so defiantly reluctant to even
consider that any alternative could
exist? There are some who feel that
the Bar made this decision in a less
than a rational manner but many
members of the Bar are convinced
and will remain so that this issue is
one on which there can be no compromise.

A Betrayal?
There are many also who feel
that last Saturday's debate focussed
on personalities not on issues.
· Manjeet's fondness for flippancy
may well have proved his undoing.
While he claims to have been muzzled in his attempt to speak his mind
many feel that he has betrayed the
Bar in his sudden about-face. It
must be kept in mind that for the last
four years, Manjeet's editorials in
the Bar newsletter, lnfolint, have
kept the flames of the spirit of 1988

alive. When asked about the sudden
change, Manjeet justifies his stand
by saying that there are no further
avenues to vindicate the Bar's position and it is time to make amends.
Maybe this is what the Bar cannot
or will not forgive. Having been
their flag<arrier for so long, the
Bar cannot forgive what they perceive to be a betrayal by one of the
chief actors in this national
melodrama. 1be anti -reconciliation
lobby answered all the arguments
to persuade them otherwise with
one question "What has changed to
justify a change in stance?" They
also find Manject 's change of view
wholly unconvincing although he
has tried in his several letters and
statements to the press to justify his
stance. There are few who are convinced that this is anything more
than an attempt on his part, at worst,

to reconcile himself with the
powers that be.

PosiJion Reslaled
The million dollar question is:
Having set such a high standard for
itself, is the Bar going to be able to
live up to its own ideals? Never
mind the wrangling and words
thrown back and forth between the
Bar Council and its former President. Never mind that there are
facts which will always remain unknown to the public at large, which
prompted individuals to act in a
particular way. Never mind the
rights and wrongs of the parties involved. The fact remains that by
voting the way it did on 14th March
1992 the Bar has restated its confrontational stance causing yet
another rip in the fabric of its
relationship with the Bench.+

No One Can Deny Our Right
Members' prerogative to decide
The aftermath following
the rejection of a motion
seeking to bring about a
reconciliation between the
Lord President and the Bar
camed quite a furore, bringing about further rift and
acrimony. In this statement, ZAINUR BIN
ZAKARIA, the Vice-President of the Malaysian Bar
maintains that the Bar has
a right to make its own
stand.

T

he proceedings of the 46th
Annual General Meeting of
the Malaysian Bar would

have gone unnoticed had the meeting
been confined to routine matters.
However, the Motions which many
suggested should not be discussed,
caused the upheaval The sponsors of
the Motions which were discussed,
either misjudged the expected support or took the risk. The result was
decisive and the message unmistakable.
The misjudgment, the decisiveness and un~istakability provided
the mass media with the headlines.
The Lord President was quoted as
saying that lawyers who do not
recognize his appointment as the
Lord President would be denied the
right to appear before him.
This is a regrettable statement
and it is to be hoped that the Lord
President would reconsider it as it
is not in accordance with the law.

The right to appear before any
Court is conferred on an advocate
and solicitor by the Legal Profession Act. All that he needs is a
current practising certificate.

Lont PrMident Hlmid: a.,;ng
•. .ldent' ~n~y... from ~~ppearing
before him le unlawful.
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No one, including a Judge, can
evec deny or restrict that right. And
no lawyec, who professes to practise in a particular court, can refuse
to accept a brief, except for certain
valid reasons, however unpopular
that cause may be. The lawyer's
personal opinion of a particular
judge is equally irrelevant
It is contrary to all traditions for
a judge to address the press on matters w'hich concern him. Any
dialogue in the press is bound to
tarnish the image and reputation of
the judiciary. All judges avoid it.

T1' IS NOT WRONG
Central to the present controversy are the resolutions of the
Bar as a professional organization
following the judicial crisis of
1988. Any professional organization is entitled, on matters affecting
its profession, to take a stand.
The fact that some people disagree with that stand does not make
it wrong or deny the organization
the right to take or maintain that
stand. It is not open to any outsider
to dictate to that organization
whether or not it ought to take that
stand or even how it should take
that stand. These are matters exclusively for that organization.
Therein lies the independence of
the organization. And in any organization there are bound to be
two or more views on any matter.
The Bar is no except.ion. Ultimately
the members decide.
It is their decision, with the required majority, which becomes
the decision of the Bar. Unlike
many organizations the Bar requires a two-thirds majority to
carry a resolution.
The reasons why the Bar took
the decision onJuly9, 1988 and the
circumstances surrounding the
decision are matters of history.
These have been sufficiently spelt
out in contemporary documents.
There is no point in repeating them.
What is important is that these
events and circumstances remain
fresh in the minds of members.

"...The right to ..,.,.... batON any Court ..
conferred on an advocate and eolldtor by
the Legal Profession Act...No QM.
Including a JudgeJ can ever deny or
restrict that light The lawyer's personal
opinion of a particular Judge 18...
Irrelevant."
The resolutions which the Bar
took on July 9, 1988 were fully
considered. An attempt to overthrow those resolutions in 1990
also failed. The resolution, tabled
and discussed on March 14, 1992
according to the sponsors, was not
intended to abnegate the 1988
resolutions which were to remain.
What, however, was intended to be
achieved by the resolutions of
March 14, 1992 was to accord to
YAA Tun Abdul Hamid the courtesy and respect normaJiy accorded
to a Lord President.
The Bar Council and the Bar
have always accorded toY AA Tun
Abdul Hamid the courtesy and
respect due to the Lord President.
The Motions were intended to accord him invitations to attend dinners, law conferences, the law
games and other functions organized by the Bar.

INVTI'ATIONS ARE NOT
PRIVILEGES
Invitations of this kind are exclusively the prerogative of the
host; it is the host who decides who
should be invited. Surely these invitations are not privileges which
the statutes, such as the Constitution or the Courts of Judicature Act
1964 governing the appointment,
functions and powers of the Lord
President, confer on an incumbent
Lord President.
It was on the basis of these
trivialities that the Motions were
put and debated.
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Much has since been said or
misstated about the Bar's refusal to
acknowledge YAA Tun Abdul
Hamid Omar as the Lord President.
The Bar has no say in who is appointed the Lord President. Nor can
the Bar revoke or alter that appointment.
The Bar, like every other
citizen, is bound by that appointment. YAA Tun Hamid Omar
remains the Lord President irrespective of the wishes or attitude
of the Bar. The Bar has at no time
disputed or challenged the legality .
of the appointment of YAA Tun
Hamid as Lord President. Consequently the issue of the recognition
by the Bar of the appointment of the
Lord President does not arise at all.
The motions at the AGM were
very unfortunate. The relationship
between the Bench and the Bar was
satisfactory and there was cooperation in all matters affecting the administration of justice. YAA Tun
Hamid Omar himself stated very
recenUy that he had no problems
with the Bar (The Star).
The sole effect of bringing these
matters was to cause publicity of an
unpleasant nature both for YAA
Tun Hamid Omar and for the Bar
and to afford certain persons the
opportunity to grossly misrepresent
the position and stand of the Bar.
The differences between YAA
Tun Hamid and the Bar is a matter
which will be resolved by time.+

March 17, 1992

We Should Not Have Accepted
Court Ruling
Lawyers' stand wishy-washy
Accusing the Bar Council
of trying to mwzle him,
Manjeet Singh resigned in
a huff at the start of the
AGM and made an impassioned plea for reconciliation. In this exd.Sve
interview with the Ali ran
Monthly on March 16,
1992, Manjeet explains why
be resigned from the Council and the reasons for faDing out with his erstwhile
Council members.
AM:
This weekend, Manjeet. you
slepped down as Chainnan of the
Bar Council and President of the
Malaysian Bar, over a resolution
whether the Bar should revoke its
resolution of 1988 with regard to
respecting Twl Hamid's appointment as Lord President ...

MSD:
Can I c<XTeet you? I did not
resign as a result of the
resolution. I resigned as a result of events
that had been
building up over
some time now within the Council
Let's look at the sequence of
events as they took place. First of
all, the representations against Tun
Salleh ... Tun Salleh did not appear before the tribunal because
there was
this question of his
reservation about the composition
of the
tribunal, the fact that his
Queen Counsel did not have suf-

ficient time to be briefed to appear
He also faled a prohibition
writ in the High Court to prevent

that particular tribunal from
proceeding with the hearing
against him ... That prohibition writ
ultimately landed
before Ajaib
Singh ... He dilly-dallied on the ...
thing
until it got to the stage
where on that fateful Saturday
when right at the very end of the
half-day, he made a decision.
At that stage, the lawyers for
Tun Salleh rushed to the
Supreme Court, got the Supreme
Court to sit in a situation where
there had earlier been indication~
that there had been
directions
given to the Supreme Court that the
Supreme Court
cannot sit
without clearance from Hamid.
We are here getting to the
stage where people are saying that
Hamid ... gave directions to the
Supreme Court Registry not
to
allow a sitting to take place where
he was the respondent in a particular matler. That is a conflict
should not have
position. He
given that directions ...
He then made representations
to the King to set up a tribunal
against these five judges who he
said had sat in violation of
his
position as Lord President.
It was ... the suspension of
these five judges and the setting
up of this second tribunal that really
brought about the July 9th [1988]
resolutions......
At that time, information had
been coming to us from various
sources. And of course this was information on which we were entitled to act ...
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So the Bar acted on that information and proceeded
to pass
these very, very strong resolutions.

AM:
The information that you are
referring to ...

MSD:
.. is information concerning the
attempt to prevent a sitting of the
Supreme Court.
The fact that Hamid had acted
in that particular manner. That
came to us from various sources.
Amongst the sources was, of
course, the five judges who were
suspended.
Now, the resolutions that
9th ...
were passed on July the
Firstly,the main resolution basically used words to the effect that ...
Hamid was unfit for judicial office.
These are very strong words. They
are not words that talk about dinners. Everybody is now getting the
issues confused by talking about
social functions.
If you look at the words of the
first resolution, it said, the man is
unfit for judicial office. It said that
we want
him to be removed. H
not his removal, we want the man
to
resign and that we have no
confidence in him in three
capacities: as a judge, as a Chief
Justice and as an acting
Lord
President.
As a result of the flJ"St resol ution - saying he was unfit for office - we effectively started to
ostracize him. There was a
delibernte policy of the Bar thereWe
after to ostracize the man.
even went to the exlend of restructuring our Law Games with Sin-

"You make the point that a
man does not deserve to
be a judge. In your eyes, he
is unfit to be a judge. Can
you thereafter say, "Rne, 1
am going to accept you as
a Judge, carry on
appearing before you and
behave as if nothing has
happened?"...lt's a
contradiction of terms, isn't
it?"
gapore so that we could keep him

oul
Previously the games used to be
called the Bench and Bar Garnes.
We actually went to the extent of
renaming the games
the Law
Games and said we were not going
to have him ...
Everytime we had a function we
invited all the other judges
but
we did not invite him . It was a very
deliberate policy of ostracism ...
We went to court for contempt
against him. We also went to
Lincoln's Inn and petitioned
Lincoln's Inn on the grounds that
he had acted in a dishonourable
manner, conduct unbecoming of
a barrister of the Inn, and therefore
they ought to take action against
him.
On contempt [case against Tun
Hamid] got dismissed. But in the
process, I got cited for contempt on
the strength of my affidavit. [The
charge being) that I had maligned
Tun Hamid as Lord President, as
a judge and therefore had committed
contempt of court. I
signed the affidavit as Secretary of
the
Bar, ... The court found me
guilty on a 2-1 decision and I was
fined $5,000.

AM:
And the Bar paid for you?

Well, I told my solicitor not to
pay the fine because I
thought
that on a matter of principle ... We
should have not
accepted the
decision of the court and we should
have, in protest. not paid the fme
and accepted the consequences.
The consequences, of course,
would have been that I would
have gone to jail. But then, you
don't take stands unless you are
prepared to make sacrifices.

AM:
And initially you did not want
to pay the fine?

MSD:
No, my instructions to Jagjit
were not to pay the fme.
Jagjit
was my solicitor. He decided to pay
the fine.

AM:
Can a lawyer act lilce that?

MSD:
It wasn't a question of lawyer
acting ... For one thing, he
is a
friend. And I think the last thing in
the world he
wanted to see was
me going in on a default basis. And,
secondly, the Bar wanted the fme
paid. So eventually the
money
came from the Bar funds .

AM:

MSD:
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Would you say that if the Bar
was being consistent and held on
to its view that Hamid had acted
improperly, then
consistency
would have meant that you should
not have paid the fme?

MSD:
We should not have paid the
fme. We should not have accepted
the ruling of the court.

AM:
What happened
Lincoln's Inn?

with

the

MSD:
We went to Lincoln's Inn and
the Lincoln's Inn petition went
up down, up down. Finally,
Lincoln's Inn made a decision that
so far as they were concerned there
was no Malaysian decision finding Hamid guilty of contempt. And
since there was no such decision,
there was nothing much they could
do. Therefore they decided not to
proceed.
We of course tried to see
whether there was an avenue of
appeal against the decision of the
benches of Lincoln's Inn and we
asked our solicitors in England to
take steps to see
whether they
could appeal. And a letter from the
solicitor
carne just after
Christmas indicating that it was
now a close door situation. lllere
was nothing much we could do.
When the letter carne, after
Christmas, from the English
solicitor it was basically the last
door being closed on us.
And
therefore it was time to review the
overall position.

AM:
Last door in terms ofl

MSD:
Last door in terms of what the
Bar could have done. The Council decided on Feb 15,1992toclose
the file on the
Lincoln's Inn
episode.

AM:
In the mean time cases were
going up to Tun Hamid and lawyers
were appearing in Court when he
was sitting. Obviously that
meant that they accepted that the
person sitting on the Bench was
the Lord President. It seems it was
whether (the
more an issue of
lawyers) accepted the decision to
install that
man as Lord President

MSD:
But go back to the words of the
1988 resolution. When you have
said that somebody is unfit for office, you make a
categoric
decision.
You make the point that a man
does not deserve to be a judge. In
your eyes, he is unfit to be a judge.
Can you thereafter say. "Fine, I
am going to accept you as a Judge,
carry on
appearing before you
and behave as if nothing has happened?"
It's a contradiction of terms,
isn't it?

AM:
But on the other hand, if a
lawyer's first obligation is to h.is
clients ...

MSD:
Is it? ... Isn't a lawyer basically
expected to ensure that Court orders are complied with? You get
back to a very basic
question.
What is the rule of law? What is the
supremacy of law?
In 1988, when we passed
these resolutions, we had certain
facts presented to us. On those
facts, we acted. We went to
court with the same facts in
Hamid's contempt case, in my
contempt case and to Lincoln's Inn.
The court made a ruling on those
facts. Right or wrong, do we accept
that ruling? WtWtevcr the ruling
is, are we, as lawyers, obliged to
accept
that ruling? There can

only be one answer. You have to
accept it.

AM:
Can you say that though you
accept the judgement and accept
that Tun Hamid now is the proper
country,
Lord President of the
nevertheless you don't respect the
decision to appoint him?

MSD:
Once I accept that you are in
your office by virtue of a proper
appointment, then I have to accord
office that you
to you. in that
hold, all due courtesy that has been
accorded
to previous occupiers
of that particular position.

AM:
But then you could say [ot] the
respect thai you gave to the previous Lord Presidents, (that] some
of it is because he is Lord President and you have to give him the
proper respect for that and, some
of it is because you also respected
the person.

Malaysian law conferences
have traditionally had the involvement of the Lord President and the
judiciary. The Lord President has
traditionally always been invited as
honour at the annual
guest of
functions, dinners for example.

AM:
[Even later] the Supreme Court
had made these judgements that
Tun Hamid had not acted in contempt of court, could the Bar
nevertheless still say that, "All
right, this is a judgement that the
Supreme Court has made, we disjudgement, on
agree with the
whether it is correct. But since the
judgement
has been made and
we have to respect the judiciary we
will go along with the judgement
and accept that this man is now
President"? Would that
Lord
view be inconsistent?
Inconsistent with the terminology of the resolution? Answer is,
yes.

AM:

No, I disagree with that completely ... It was always the office
that warranted the extra courtesy
and deference and never the individual.

Well, the terminology of this
resolution was that the man was
not fit to be a judge, Chief Justice
and Lord President ...

Though when it comes to inviting people for social functions ...

MSD:
But we are not talking about
private social functions. We are
talking about the ofCicial functions
of the Bar as a body. When you
talk about social functions, you are
actually moving
away from the
official functions of the Bar. It has
always been the tradition of the
Bar to have the current Lord
President as the head of the delegation, for example, to the games in
Singapore.lt had nothing to do with
a social act.
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MSD:

MSD:

AM:

1

MSD:
As a result of those acts. Those
acts have now been erased.

AM:
But you have two parties
making a judgement about what
happened. The Bar might have a
view that was different from the
Supreme Court's view. Whether
the events that allegedly
happened actually did is one thing; and
what the Supreme Court decided
is another thing. The Supreme
Court decision is only the view
of these judges about what happened. If the facts happened, the .
judgement does not erase the facts.

MSD:

It makes a fmding on those
facts. And we are obliged to
comply with the fmding on those
facts.
You see, legally speaking what
happens is that the moment there
is a judgement, or a fanding by a
Court, on a set of facts, then that
is conclusive in so far as those facts
are concerned vis-a~vis the parties involved.
In so far as we were concerned, we were the party that went
to Court on a set of facts. The Court
says, "On those set of facts, you
are wrong"... If the facts on which
we founded our
resolution are
erased, then that resolution cannot
stand.

AM:
I am not sure that it follows that
the facts are erased.

MSD:
We were given a set of facts.
Let's say that among the facts
that were given to us was that
Hamid did A.B.C.D. Now, if the
court fands, having heard the
evidence, or having heard
whatever was presented to the
Court~ that A.B,CP did not
take
place or that even on A,B ,C,D there
was no contempt by Hamid, then
the foundation ·or the resolution is
removed.

AM:
But on the other hand, lawyers
as a group could take the view
that the Court made a mistaken
judgement on that

MSD:
What do you do? Do you act on
your personal belief, or do you
accept, as officers of the Court, a
decision of the Court? We have
a duty, as officers of the Court, to
make sure that Court orders are
complied with.

AM:
Lawyers might accept that as far
as legal procedures are
con-

cemed for the removal of Hamid as
a judge, there is no
more that
[they] can do ... And [they] are not
going to try anything extra-judicial in [trying to] remove Hamid.
Nevertheless, [they] still hold the
view as a group of professionals
that Tun Hamid is not the kind of
man who is fit to be a judge at all.

MSD:

And say, "As far as we are concerned, ... this court does not
know what it is talking about We
accept the order of the Court. But
we think it is all rubbish."

AM:
That is one view that they could
have taken. And then individuals
who get hauled up for contempt of
court should have just accepted
it. But on the other hand, if they had
accepted the judgement on your
case, then are you saying that
they should actually keep quiet
about resolutions concerning
Hamid's fitness as a judge?

What impression are we then
giving to members of the public
with regard to respect for court orders? ...We are expressing a view
about a man and his capacity to
serve as a judge... We are now
continuously running down this
man in his capacity as a judge by
virtue of repeating this resolution.
Every time we repeat this
resolution... we are basically
replaying the same tape. Saying,
"He is unfit for office, he is unfit
for office, he is unfit for office ..."

MSD:

AM:

AM:

But you are expressing your
view rather than doing anything
to kick him out.

So you are saying quite explicitly that to follow the order of the
Court, lawyers as a group should
not be expressing
their view
about whether Hamid is not fit ..

MSD:
I expressed a view about
Hamid. I was found guilty for
contempt. Contempt of Court exists
as an offence to prevent the undermining of the judicial structure...
It is the view that is expressed
in this [1988] resolution that is,
in many other words, expressed in
my affidavit... And the Supreme
Court has ruled that when you do
that, you are guilty of contempt.
And yet we accept that The Bar
accepted that ruling in my case
and paid the fine. Can you see the
contradiction there?

Yes. And that was a contradiction in terms that I could not accept, among other things.
Especially after 15th of February
this year. And there is a contradiction there.

MSD:
No more. We are now obliged
to meet the terms of the order.

We have to accept that order.

AM:
And so, in effect, if any other
lawyer or person keeps making
those statements [that Tun Hamid is
not fit to be a judge],
they are
breaking the law?

MSD:
Absolutely. The law of contempt.

AM:

AM:

So maybe the consistent thing
for the Bar to have done is not to
have paid your fine and ...

Some people would say that
[when you feel strongly that a law
is incorrect] the morally right thing
to do is to make known that the
law is mistaken ... and accept the
consequences.

MSD:
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MSD:
But the trouble is, we are not
prepared to accept the
consequences.
If you have made the decision
that a man is not fit for offiCe and
you still hold very strongly to those
views, then don't appear before
the man. Your principles must not
Oy out of the window the moment
you pick up your rice
bowl.
That's what's happening now. On a
regular basis. Lawyers constantly appear before the man.
On the one hand, they say he is
not fit for office. In the next instance, they will appear before him
simply because
their livelihood
is at stake.

AM:
On the other hand, a lawyer
dismight say "I am making a
tinction between Hamid the man
and the Lord President. And
when my cases come to the Lord
President, I have to try to make
my case to the Lord President."

MSD:
Having said he is unfit for office? If I say you are not fit for
office, if I say you do not deserve to
sit where you are sitting because
you are not capable of making an
impartial
judgement, you are a
corrupted man in your morals, corrup~d
judicially, conupwd
morally - what sense does it make
for
me thereafter to appear
before you and ask you for justice?

You have to accept the decision
that Tun Hamid is the Lord President

MSD:
You don't have to go to Court.
A number of lawyers did not go
to COurt. Raja Aziz doesn't go to
Supreme Court after the
1988
resolutions. I have not appeared in
since 1988
the Supreme Court
other than one occasion. I gave up
all my Supreme Court appeals. I
gave them away to the other
lawyers because I thought, on a
matter or principle, you should not
be appearing before the man.
Having said all this about the
man, you have no business coming before him with open palms and
manna.
saying give me your

AM:
If you are genuinely interested
in the interests or your client, and
this is his last chance, hoping that
the Lord President might reverse
an earlier judgement. Whatever
your view about the worth of this
man as a judge, you might still
recommend to your client that there
is seme chance that the decision
might be reversed and thus should
be taken to the Supreme Court.

MSD:
I don't buy that. I find that a
very weak argument. When wars
and battles are fought over principles, sacrifices are called for.

AM:

corrupted" and then say "No, I'll
appear before you and hope you are
not corrupted."?

If all lawyers decided they are
not going to appear before Tun
Hamid then no person who has a
to the
claim will be able to go
Supreme Court.

AM:

MSD.

You might not have a choice in
the matter.

Then we are getting somewhere. Then the authorities will
have to start doing things.

Can I say to you "You are

MSD:
What do you mean you don't
have a choice?

AM:

AM:
But then so many people who
may have genuine cases that
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should go to the Supreme Court
will not have the opportunity or
having their cases heard by the
Supreme Court.

MSD:
But in our present case only 809
lawyers will be involved [those
who voted against the resolution at
the recent AGM].
They should
stand flfffi and their clients wiU
have to go elsewhere.
But surely if the Bar is really
concerned about clients, the
public, enhancing respect for court
orders, ... not permitting revolt in
people's minds about the quality of
justice being handed down,
shouldn' t it as a body say, in this
particular instance, 'We respect the
decisions of these courts, that in
1988 and 1989 we acted on certain
Subsequent to those
facts.
events, those facts have been
pronounced upon by the Court."
... Your stand must be, as a group of
professionals involved in [the) exercise [of justice), we now have
to show respect for the Court Order
and will act accordingly. whether
the Court was right or wrong.

AM:
But is it possible to draw a distinction between your view
about whether this man is fit to hold
the office he does, and your view
about whether, given the fact that
office, should you
he is in that
follow his command? Then lawyers
can make t.his distinction and say
that given he holds the office, I
have to appear before him and show
him the proper respect for a Lord
President. But nevertheless, I have
the view that he shouldn't be in
this office at all. Is that inconsistent?

MSD:
I think it is. The Supreme Court
said he did not commit contempt.
They never went ahead and
prooounced on his fitness for office. We are the ones pronouncing
on his fitness for office. Having

pronounced on his fitness for office
we are now denigrating from that
pronouncement [by arguing cases
in front of him]. Would it not be
a contradiction of tenns? Would
it not be a situation of blowing hot
and cold?

AM:
[But for a lawyer not to fight
cases in the Supreme Court,
it]
would be to the detriment, not only
of his own career but also to the
interests of justice to his clients.

MSD:
But what was the objective of
this [1988] resolution? The objective of the resolution was to
there
bring about a change. If
was sufficient collective movement
towards non-recognition of Hamid
within the legal profession- refusal
to appear before him - that collective force may have brought
about a change.
If the intention is to bring about
change, then you try to
bring
about change. And not go wishywashy and half-way. That's what
we are doing.

AM:
So you would hold there is no
distinction between respecting
an office and respecting the man
who holds the office?

MSD:
In this particular context, because of the way the resolution
was drafted, no.

AM:
What would your own view be
on the correctness of the Supreme

Court judgement? Do you think
that the judgement that Hamid
was not in contempt of court was a
correct judgement?

MSD:
No.

AM:

"As a lawyer, you have
your personal position, and
you have your official
view as an officer of the
Court. You have a duty
towards society as well. It
is a question of which view
takes supremacy."
Then, your own personal view
is that Hamid was in contempt of
court?

MSD:

MSD:
Or go all the way.

AM:

Going by what has been told to
us, Hamid should not have acted
the way he did. Yes.

When you say go all the way,
you mean even not represent a
client in front of the Lord President?

AM:

MSD:

Given that he has acted in this
improper way, wouldn't it follow
that he is not the right man for Lord
President?

Yes. I think if you believe so
strongly in your convictions, you
must be prepared to sacrifice. You
must be prepared to take a stand.

MSD:

AM:

The question of whether he is
the right man for the Lord
President's position is again a personal view. As a lawyer,
you
have your personal position, and
you have your official view as an
officer of the Court. You have a
duty towards society as well. It is
a question of which view takes
supremacy.

Some people have said that
even after these decisions were
delivered, you have actually gone
on record with the same view as
the Bar made in 1988.

AM:
This is an interesting twist
Though your personal view is
that the jqdgement on whether
Hamid committed contempt of
court is incorrect, ...

MSD:
I have to accept the judgement.

AM:
So your view about the Bar is
that they should either accept the
judgements of the Supreme Court
or ...
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MSD:
It is true. I took over as the
was
President of the Bar. And I
still waiting for the decision from
Lincoln's Inn to
come. To me,
Lincoln's Inn was going to be the
fmal avenue.
The hopes and expectations on
Lincoln's Inn were tremendous.
It was the mother of legal instituto a
tions. Here you are going
body outside the country, staffed by
Benchers of Lincoln's Inn, who
are supposed to be steeped in traditions,
steeped in the principles
we are trying to practise in this
country.
So there was this hope that
somebody somewhere would rise
to the occasion. That's what the

Bar needed: some vindication for
the acts and endorsement that we
had done was right And that endorsement never came.

AM:
But they haven't actually said
that you were wrong. They have
only said that they are simply going
to go by the Supreme
Cowt
judgements of your cotmtry.

MSD:
But if they are prepared to accept the Supreme Court decision
of our country, or say "Look there
contrary in
is no fmding to the
Malaysia". who are we to say otherwise? Frankly, I think it is about
time we accepted the [Supreme
Court)
decision in view of the
ultimate stand that Lincoln's Inn
has taken.

AM:
But you can accept the Supreme
Court decision in the sense
that
you proceed no more with actions
that
to remove Hamid etc but
doesn't mean you have to change
your view about whether
the
[Supreme Court) judgements were
correct. It doesn't mean you have
to revoke your initial 1988 resolution.

MSD:
But nobody is saying revoke the
resolution. [The motion debated
at the recent AG M] said that ... if a
man is
appointed Judge, we accord him certain courtesies. So, if
a man has been duly appointed, and
you recognize his appointment is
a duly correct appointment. then
accord him the normal courtesies
you give that office. Not to the man,
but to the office. Do you find it
difficult to reconcile that?

AM:
I would have thought a lot of
people would say, "You give h.im
the minimum that you have to g1ve
him if you think his appointment
was not correct If the view of most

lawyers in
this country was that
the appointment was not correct,
then you don't have to give him
everything that you gave the previous Lord Presidents. You give
him the bare minimum necessary
for the system to continue to exist.
for there to continue a judiciary.
Because you think the institution,
the
office, should be respected
but the man marginalized as far
as possible."

MSD:
I don't think that is the view of
most of the lawyers in the
country. Only 809 out of 3,700
voted that way. But if your view
is that a guy is absolutely and totally
corrupt. do you
still go on appearing before him? Wouldn' t you
try to bring
about change? Or
would you just carry on regardless
. .. High
sounding principles is
one thing but basically why people
carry on is because life has to goon.

AM:
Some people say, "You just
have to be practical."

MSD:
Yes, "You have to be practical
and you know I have kids at
home to feed, I have a car to run, I
have a house mortgage to
pay.
I'U go around to AGMs, put my
hand up. But when it
comes to
putting my name down on a document to say this is
what I. want
done, I won't do it" I found that
veryhoUow.

AM:
Coming to the stage when you
resigned at the last AGM of the
Bar ... In fact the resolution about
change
whether the Bar should
its view on Tun Hamid, came after
you resigned, is that not right?

MSD:
Yes.

AM:
So what made you resign?
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MSD:
At the Council meeting on the
Friday, 13th, a very ominous
day. [the day before the AGM), one
of the things the Council
more
or less decided was that no Council
member could express
the view
contrary to the Council's majority
stand. I felt that was wrong.
I felt that on issues that were
important to the Bar, it was necessary for the Bar to hear aU views so
that it could make a decision as to
where it was heading and where it
wanted to
go. It was that sort of
muzzling that I thought was wrong
which actuaUy prompted me to
make my mind up that night that
I could not stay in this Council
anymore. Because we are not a
caucus, we are not a government
body or a Cabinet where we need
to present a joint view on issues like
this.
I felt there should be enough
tolerance in us to be able to live
with different views and yet still
function as a Council collectively. To attempt to muzzle, I thought
was too much. That was the last
straw.

AM:
And that is the main reason why
you resigned?

MSD:
That is the main reason why I
resigned. But there were other
developments- an earlier display of
lack of commitment on
the
Council, a boycott by a large number of Council members
of the
President's traditional annual dinner for Council members indicating a split within the Council.+

(AURAN also sought an interview with a member of the Bar
Council. However, Council members approached declined to be interviewed. The Council view is
that these statements clarify its
position on the various issues.]

MANJEET'S STAND
WHOLLY INCONSISTENT
Former Bar President now a changed man?
Manjeet Singh seerm to
have had a sudden change
of heart. In this piece,
ZAINUR ZAKARIA
elaborates on the apparent
contradictions in Manjeet's
past and present stand.
he Bar Council would like to
c~rrect certain ~actual
miSStatements cont.a.med in
the press statements given by Mr
Manjeet. Singh Dhillon as reported in
theSundayTimesofMarch 15,1992
and the Sunday Star of March 15,
1992. It is wholly incorrect for Manjeet to claim that the Bar CoWlCil at
its meeting held on Friday,March 13
was trying to muzzle its members.
This is whoUy untrue.
It is a well-known principle that
the minority in any hody hac: to
accept the decisions of the majority.
This applies to all bodies from the
Cabinet down to Club-committees.
This was what was discussed at the
Bar Council on Friday, March 13
and it was then decided to put the
same on the Agenda for the new
Council to consider.
Indeed it decided that Council
Members were free to speak in
favour of the Motion if they felt
strongly about it Indeed Mr. Jagjit
Singh, a Member of the Bar Council had a Motion tabled at the AGM
on March 14, 1992 but withdrew.

T

DISCWSUREAND
DISTORTION
In this connection Manjeet as
the former President of the Bar
must know that secrecy attaches to
every proceedings of the Bar Coun-

cit as contained in Section 76(2) of
the Legal Profession Act 1976 and
that it is a violation of that provision
to make public disclosure of the
Council proceedings. He went further to distort them.
Manjeet has been an office
bearer of the Council since 1988. It
was in his position as Secretary of
the Bar Council that he deposed the
Affidavit on April 25, 1989 containing all the allegations of misconduct on the part of Tun Hamid
in the contempt proceedings
brought by the Bar Council against
Tun Hamid.
The decision of the Supreme
Court in those proceedings was
delivered on April 29, 1989. It is
this judgement that Ma.njeet says
that the Bar Council and its members as officers of court are duty
bound to recognize and accept. In
his own words, "if a court makes a
ruling that those facts do not exist
or are wrong, am I therefore obliged
or expected to stand by the decision
I make?" He also said:
"Rightly or wrongly whether
we believe in the (Supreme Court)
decision or not, the question is very
simple - must we respect the
decision of the Court?
Can we as Officers refuse to
accept or abide by the decision of
the Court and can the Bar Council
do such a thing?"
It should be noted that since that
judgment, Manjeet has continued
to hold office in the Bar Council as
Vice-President and later as President of the Council and had during
this period never thought it fit to
bring to the notice of the Council
the view he had apparently held and
expressed for the frrst time on the
morning of the AGM that the
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Supreme Court judgment of April
1~89 removes the basis for continued complaints over the events
of 1988.
Further these views appear to be
rather inconsistent with the views
repeatedly expressed by Manjeet
himself since 1989 in Malaysia and
abroad.

HAS THE DUST SEITLED?
In November 1989, Manjeet
was moved to compose an editorial
in lnfolint in refutation of a call by
the then Chairman of the Penang
Bar in tenns startlingly similar to
Manjeet's latest stand for reconciliation. In his call, the Penang
Chairman had referred to the dust
settling after the Supreme Court
decision. In the editorial, Manjeet
wrote:
"With that (the contempt
proceedings against Ma.njeet) still
on the books has the dust really
started to settle? Will it ever settle?
And must we not all be mindful of
the fact that when dust settles (especially if there was a lot of it) it
covers and reduces the glow and
lustre of most things.
"If the call is now to forget the
past and live and let live, who then
will take up the dust covered principles you stood up for and shake
and wipe them clean and restore to
them their once- known splendow1"
"The issues are still there. They
were then, and are now, real. I know
of nothing that has happened over
the last 18 months, other than the
passage of time, that has in any way
altered the state of affairs.
"It must be noted that the Bar's
stand was on principles and on the
trangression (with indecent haste)

"It has been suggested that circumstances have changed during
the last three years since the resolutions of July 9, 1988 were passed.
In the view of the Bar Council,
apart from Tun Abdul Hamid's appointment as Lord President after
the dismissal of Tun Salleh Abas
(by the Tribunal chaired by Tun
Abdul Hamid himself) there has
been no change to warrant the
Malaysian Bar's reconsidering its
stand of 1988".
The Bar Council therefore finds
it completely incomprehensible
how Manjeet could now voice an
opinion that seems to be wholly
inconsistent with the position he
has throughout taken during the
period when he held office in the
Bar Council and the views he has
been expressing here and abroad.

INSTRUCI'IONS GWEN
of traditional concepts of natural
justice. Not on individuals. That
has not changed.
"I have said it previously and I
say it again. If there has to be
rapproachment then the beginnings
of it must be in a recognition and
acceptance of the Bar's stand".

will

SILENCE NQT AN OPTION
In June 1991 addressing the
Commonwealth Lawyers Association in London, he said as reported
in the CLA Newsletter of September 1991:
''The events of the past few
years have knocked the judiciary
back something like twenty years ...
The greatest regret of all is that,
notwithstanding the efforts of the
Malaysian Bar (and the Malaysian
Bar has put in tremendous efforts to
try and bolster support and stand
behind the judiciary) the judges
themselves have failed to measure
up to the test. In my view they have
failed to observe Denning's dictum
which he said that silence is not an
option when things are ill done".

Moreover in a letter dated July
20, 1991 he took to task the then
Chairman of the Selangor and
Federal Territory Bar Committee
which was considering organizing
a dinner for the Kuala Lumpur
Judges including Tun Hamid. In
that letter, Manjeet said inter alia:
"There has to be consistency in
the stand of the State Bar on this and
it would have been a disaster of the
highest order had the Selangor and
Federal Territory Bar Committee
proceeded to organize the function
and violated the stand of the national Bar. To suggest that the Resolutions specifically do not talk about
social functions is really to draw an
interpretation that is ridiculoous in
the circumstances".
After the attacks on the Bar
Council by the Prime Minister and
others in late 1991 the Council
under the chairmanship of Manjeet
prepared a Memorandum which
was published in lnfoline which
Manjeet edited in the October/November 1991 issue. Paragraph 7 reads:
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The Supreme Court's decision
of April1989 which Manjeet now,
three laters later, says changes the
position was of limited scope. It
dealt solely with the issue of
whether instructions were given by
Tun Hamid to shut the doors of the
Supreme Court and/or not to make
available the Seal of the Court to
prevent any sitting of the Supreme
Court to deliberate on an urgent
application by Tun Salleh. The
Supreme Court said "the instructions even if issued were never implemented". The Supreme Court
did not make any express finding
that the instructions were never issued. In fact the finding of the
Second Tribunal which heard the
charges against the five judges was
that such instructions were given.
(Page 72 of Second Tribunal
Report).
Further, the decision of the
Supreme Court in 1989 did not extend to all matters which were the
basis of the 1988 resolutions. In
particular it did not deal with the
part played by Tun .Hamid in the
proceedings leading to the dismissal of his predecessor as Lord President nor did it deal with the fact that

proceedings were taken at his instance against the five Supreme
Court Judges which led to the dismissal of two of them. These facts
are a matter of public record and are
not in dispute.
In response to the complaint by
the Bar Council toLincoln'sinn the
Benches found that the Bar had not
exhausted all domestic disciplinary
avenues against Tun Hamid. As
there was no finding of misconduct
by a domestic tribunal, they did not
wish to deliberate upon the alleged
misconduct of Tun Hamid.
Here it is pertinent to note that
the only domestic avenue to discipline a judge is the procedure
under Article 125 of the Constitution. That procedure involves are~
resentation by the Prime Minister to
the Agong. This, of course we all
know the Prime Minister will not
do.

In any event, just because we
had exhausted practically all our
avenues that does not mean that we
should consider that the basis of the
1988 resolutions are redundant
The fact remains that no tribunal
has to date found that those facts
upon which the 1988 resolutions
were based were NOT misconduct
on the part of Tun Hamid.
Manjeed's resignation on the
morning of the AGM came as a
total surprise to the members of the
Bar Council. He did not inform the
Council of his decision before he
made the announcement at the
AGM. This was inspite of the
Council having met until 5.30 pm
the previous evening. Nor did he
mention this at a dinner that he had
hosted for Council Members on the
night before the AGM. Though at
the commencement of the AGM he
read out a letter which bore the date

March 13, 1992 addressed to the
Hon. Secretary, the letter had not
yet been given to the Hon.
Secretary.
With reference to his resignation, it may be noted that election to
the post of President for the following year would have taken place
immediately after the AGM.
Manjeet's re-election was doubtful
because he had forfeited the confidence of many Members of the
Council and his re-election was to
be contested by Raja Aziz.
Manjeet is getting much
publicity for his views. These views
expressed by him are the views
which were resoundingly rejected
by the Malaysian Bar at the Annual
General Meeting on March 14,
1992.+
March 19, 1992

.Forced To Appear Before Hint
... but you don't have to eat with him
Aliran Monthly (AM) interviews a senior lawyer (SL)
who has been actively involved with the Malaysian
Bar:
AM:
Is it consistent to maintain a
man is not fit for judicial office,
as was stated in the Bar's 1988
resolution, yet seek justice from
him in presenting appeals before
him as a judge?

SL:
Whatever you may think of a
judge, you may be required to
represent your client at the
Supreme Court because that is in
the best interest of your client If

you decide not to take the case on
appeal to the Supreme Court, then
there will always be some other
lawyer who will do it. But it is likely
that the other lawyers might not be

able to represent the
client as
well as the original lawyer who has
already been
handling the matter. Lawyers who boycott the
Supreme Court
are therefore

"The present LP has not come Into the
position in a way similar to that of
previous LP's. If lawyers want to express
their dissatisfaction about Tun Hamid's
appointment then they can choose not to
invite him for functions where he cannot
claim a right to be Invited...You thereby
make a stand expressing disagreement
with his appointment You show that all
Is not well with the judicial system..."
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MARCH 14, 1992 RESOLUTION
OVERWHELMINGLY REJECTED
FOR: 52· AGAINST: 809
We reproduce the resolution that was debated and overwhelmingly rejected
at the 46th AGM of the Malaysian Bar.
"While reaffirming its fundamental commitment to uphold the Rule of Law and the principles
of natural justice, the Malaysian Bar resolves that. with the pa'\sage of time and for the sake of
enabling the administration of justice in this country to proceed with optimum smoothness and
efficiency. which objective being attainable only when there is complete co-operation between
members of the Bar and members of the Judiciary. there be forthwith set aside any policy which
the Malaysian Bar may have adopted. whether formally or by necessary implication, of withholding from any member of the Judiciary who has been duly appointed such courtesy and respect
as is nom1ally accorded to suchmemheroftheJudiciarybyvirtucotllisofficc ... •:•

making their clients pay for the
stand that they, the lawyers, wish
to make.

AM:
If the Bar does not invite the
present Lord President for
official Bar functions, where in the past
they had traditionally invited the
LP, then can the Bar be said to be
giving the LP the respect traditionally accorded to LPs?

SL:
The present LP has not come
into the position in a way similar
to that of previous LPs. If lawyers
want to express their dissatisfaction about Tun Hamid's appointment then they can choose not to
invite him for functions where he
cannot claim a right to be invited.
In the Courts, you have to deal
with him, and there lawyers
show him the normal respect and
courtesy that is bestowed on the
LP.

But it is the prerogative of any
organization, the Bar
included,
to decide who to invite to its functions. You may be forced to appear before the man, but it does not

mean that
with him.

you are forced to eat

AM:
What is the point of not inviting
Tun Hamid to the functions
of
the Bar?

SL:
You thereby make a stand expressing disagreement with his
appointment. You show that all is
not well with the judicial system.
Otherwise, the authorities will be
able to say,
subsequently, that
they got away with what they did
and everything is back to normal.

AM:
If you go on maintaining the

1988 resolutions and ostracize
Tun Hamid after the Supreme
Court has ruled that he has not
acted improper! y, are you not thereby failing to show the Courts the
respect which, as officials of the
Courts, you should?

SL:
Many lawyers disagree with
these particular judgements of the
Courts. When you disagree with a
judgement, you may want to
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make that known. Thus, you might
make a stand and take whatever
might be the consequences of that
stand. Though the
Court may
have made a judgement, lawyers
disagree with the judgement and
do not feel that the decision erases
the facts
on which they made
their resolutions. Hence, there is no
move
to revoke the original
resolutions, or to end the ostracism
of Tun Hamid at the social functions of the Bar.

AM:
Do you know if there is an attempt to gag Manjcct from
expressing his own view?

SL:
It is against the law to disclose
what goes on at Bar Council
meetings. But it is an accepted
norm that on major issues relating to an organization, it may be
necessary. especially for the Executive Committee of that organization, to speak
with one
voice. If a member of that committee still feels he
has to express a
contrary view, then it is open to him
to resign.+

JULY 9,1988 RESOLUTION
UNANIMOUSLY PASSED
FOR: 1002- AGAINST: 0
We reproduce the 1988 resolution that

states the Bar's case very lucidly against
theLP.
NOW IT IS HEREBYRESOLVED:
1. That the suspension of the five Judges of the
Supreme Cow1 is a further unwarranted attack on
the independence of the judiciary and a gross
interference in the administration of justice in
Malaysia and the Malaysian Bar deplores the action
of YAA Tan Sii Abdul Hamid Hj Omar as Acting
"Lord President in having made representations to
DYMM Seri Paduka Baginda Yang Di-Pertuan
A gong which have resulted in the suspension ofYA
Tan Sri Wan Suleiman Pawan Teh, YA Datuk
Kim Seng, YA Tan Sri
George Edward Seah
Mohamed Azmi Haji Kamaruddin, YA Tan Sri
Eusoffe Abdoolcader andYA Tan Sri Wan Hamzah
Haji Wan Mohamed
Salleh from office as
Supreme Court Judges when he was and is the 1st
Respondent cited in the order made by Their
Lordships.
.
2. That the Malaysian Bar calls for the immediate revocation of the suspension
of the five Judges of the Supreme
Court as
Their Lordships'
suspensions are totally inconsistent with the independence of
the judiciary and will lead to the
destruction of the judiciary as an
independent branch of the
Government.
3. That by his recent actions,
the Acting Lord President, YAA
Tan Sri Abdul Hamid Hj Omar
had shown himself to be oofit for
judicial office and the Malaysian
conBar no longer has any
fidence whatever in YAA Tan Sri
Abdul Hamid Hj Omar as a

1udge or Chief Justice or Acting Lord President and
therefore
calls for his immediate resignation
and/or removal from the Bench and by reason of
making representations to His Majesty the King
to suspend the Supreme Court 1udges:a. YA Tan Sri Wan Suleiman Pawan Teb
b. YA Datuk George Edward Seah Kim Seng
c. YA Tan Sri Mohamed Azmi Haji Kamaruddin
d. YA Tan Sri Eusoffe Abdoolcader
e.YA Tan Sri Wan Hamzah Haji Wan Mohamed
Salleh
and thereby interfering in the administration of justice when he made the said representation had
been in contempt of Court. This House hereby
resolves that the Bar Council immediately appoint
a panel of solicitors to institute contempt proceedings against the said Chief Justice forthwith.
4. The Malaysian Bar urges all Judges of the
Supreme Court and High Court of Malaya and
Borneo and all judicial and legal officers to stand
f1m1 for the independence of judiciary and discharge their duties in accordance with the Constitution, the rule of law and oath of office in the face
of this affront to the independence of the judiciary.
5. That the Bar Council Malaysia make representation to DYMM Yang Di-Pertuan Agong and
Their Royal Highness the Rulers to convene the
Majlis Raja·Raja (Conference of Rulers) pursuant
to Article 38(2) of the Constitution to receive representations from the Bar Council on the events and
issues that have occurred prior to and leading to
the suspension of YAA Tun Salleb Abas from his offiCe as Lord
President and YA Tan Sri Wan
Suleiman Pawan Teh, YA Datuk
George Edward Seah Kim Seng,
YA Tan Sri Mohamed Azmi Haji
Karnaruddin, YA Tan Sri
Eusoffe Abdoolcader andY A Tan
Sri Hamzah Haji Wan Mohamed
Salleh from their office of
Supreme Court 1udges, deliberate
on the representations and to make
such decision or decisions, as
His Majesty and Their Royal
Highnesses may deem fit and
proper.

......,._a......,..._In

"·-Thtl by hla r.ctnt .ctlons•••the
no longer has any

con11c1ence
YAA Tan Sri
Abdul Hllnid Hj Omw • a Judge or
CNel Juatioe or Ading Lord

P....adlut..."
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Wlst comes from th11 ips f'98ches th9 ear, what comBS from thB heart reaches the heart • Arab Proverb

Heart to Heart

The Sarawak Hearts
t was my fU'St trip to the Land of
the Hornbills. Whatever little I
know of it was from what I had
gathered from some books that I had
read. I looked forward to getting to
know the people more and I had
made an earlier arrangement to stay
with a local family throughout the
month thatl was doing research at the
state Archives. The first person that
impressed me most was my landlady.
She is in her early 50's (I think),
is very simple and humble, and she
has a heart of gold. She was very
apologetic about her house and the
room, and at first was rather reluctant to take me in until I convinced
her thatl really wanted to stay. The
whole place was spotlessly clean,
the floor shone like it had just been
newly waxed. I was very certain
both she and ·her niece who stayed
with her had spent a lot of time
'face-lifting' the room.
Then came dinner time. I had
not made any arrangement to eat
with the family, and did not want to
impose on them. but they insisted I
joined them. That meal was the first
introduction to the local delicacies.
There was miding (a type of 'pucuk
paku') fried in sambal belacan
which became one of my

I

favourites). fish cooked with buah
pedada (a wild fruit which looked
like an over-sized tomato but had
the texture of a brinjal) which gave
a sourish taste, and grilled ikan
temenung wrapped in singkilleaves
- all eaten with bario rice.ll was one
of the most fulfilling meals I ever
had for a long time.
The next day I started my work
at the archives. Here I found that the
staff as well as the local readers
were exceptionally friendly. After
having known them for only a
couple of days, they had offered to
show me around Kuching and invited me to visit their homes. One
of them brought me to the local day
market. which was only about half
a mile away from the archives, and
introduced me to the numerous
local fruits and vegetables. many of
which I had never seen before.
They were like the kepayang,
lingka, ara, asam paya, tutong, isu,
to name a few. In the evening
another new friend drove me
around Kuching and showed me the
new mosque, the CM's residence,
the new shopping complexes, etc.
Throughout my one-month stay
in Kuching I could feel the friendliness of the people. I used to walk to

Calling all AM subscribers...
Dear Reader,

and fro to work, and during the trip
back I had to face the evening sun.
It was on one of these days, when I
was walking home, that suddenly a
young girl came from behind me
and offered to shade me with her
umbrella, saying, "kesian, kakak...
I was taken by surprise because I
did not imagine that such gestures
of 'budi bahasa' still existed.
Another observation that I
made during my short stay there
was that adoption of children of
Chinese descent by Malay families
was quite common. And what was
even more wonderful was that the
natural parents maintained a good
relationship with the adopting
families. They visited one another
during their respective festivals,
something rather rare here in
Semenanjung.
There were many more
memorable incidents during my
stay in Kuching, too many to be
penned down in this limited space,
but it suffices to say that it had
indeed been a very fruitful stay. Not
only had I completed my research
but I had also cemented a bond with
the people I got to know- the people
who have hearts of gold.+
Bodriyah Hj. Salleh

OM6 CHA 8DH
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Please state your reference number (circled as
shown) whenever you renew your subscrip(ion Qr
change your address!
Your cooperation is much appreciated as this
speeds up till: renewal and locating process.

·Editor
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Social

You wiD know a Malaysian
is going places when you
see him speaking on his

hand phone while steering
his glittering Mercedes with
one hand to his favourite
golf-clu~ But going where?
GAN TEIK CHEE
provides some answers.
ne can usually tell the underlying cham::ter of a society
by looking at their collective
aspirations and status symbols. In
fact, these are indicators of their
psychological health.
What then are the dominant
status symbols of the average
Malaysian? A combination of golf,
Mercedes and the handphone, it
seems. In recent years there has
been a phenomenal increase in the
demand for golf-courses in this
country, aided no doubt by the
Japanese appetite for playing golf
abroad. It appears that those who
can afford it gladly spend on golf
equipment, club membership fees
and the associated social rounds.
Those who cannot presumably eat
their heart out with envy.

O

HAND PHONES
Expensive motorcars, notably
the imported Mercedes models,
have long been the status symbols
of our society. But the recent upsurge in media promotion of luxury
cars has made them the top status
symbols of our time. Let me make
it clear that we are not going into

the merits of the Mercedes vehicles
in terms of engineering achievement. One is yet drawn to question
the appropriateness of spending
about $200,000/- on a motor
vehicle in·a country where the mean
annual per capita income in 1990
was $6,180. To put it in stark terms,
it requires something like 30 years'
income of the average Malaysian to
purchase this car. Pretty indecent
you might think, enough to make
the beautiful people appear ugly.
The handphone is the latest, and
probably the least expensive, item
in the pantheon of present-day
status symbols. Any aspiring
Wawasan 2020 jutawan may acquire it for display as a badge of
success long before he accumulates
the necessary resources to ring the
bell of millionaire status. Little
wonder that the mobile phone in all
its variants has become probably
the best-selling luxury consumer
item in this country. Of course, to
achieve a grand slam combination,
our arriviste hero should be speaking on his handphone while steering his glittering Mercedes with
one hand to his favourite golf-club.
A few minutes, that is, before crashAliran Monlhly 1992:12 (3)
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ing into the latest collapsible lamppost along the futuristic highway.
Why such one-handed driving has
not been banned in this country is
anybody's guess.

COCACOLONIZATION
What is the driving force behind
this love of display and this competitive showing-off? Are we just
one example of Third World middle-class alienation that Frantz
Fanon has so vividly diagnosed in
his book The Wretched of the
Earth? Or are we something more
- a society of institutionalized gogetters? It is said that in France
every civil servant dreams of writing a novel while in Britain every
novelist would like to become a
civil servant. Perhaps in this
country both civil servants and
novelists aspire to go into business,
so as to get rich quick and acquire
the top status symbols mentioned
above. At any rate foreign residents
in this country quickly note a
'plasticky' Caribbean
quality
about Malaysian middle-class life,

especially in the large urban areas.
Exhibitionism however is not confined to the towns - the rising
tide of Coca-colonization has
presently reached the rural
populace as well. We can dwell at
length on the societal background to this ugly process
but in the fmal analysis we
are individually responsible
for the crass materialistic
face of the community at
large.

EXHIBITIONISM
A friend of mine once
engaged an accountant to
set up a new company for
him. The accountant told
him that a name for the company had first to be reserved
with the Registry of Companies and suggested a few
names likeSummitSdn Bhd
and Ultima Sdn Bhd. My
friend thought for a few
·minutes and asked for the
name 'Quotidian', explaining that it meant everyday or
even commonplace. The astOunded
accountant
wondered why anybody
would want to call themselves commonplace and was
told that the name would
surely stand out amidst all
the prevalent hyperbole!
Indulging in self-inflation has of course affected
personal relations. Among our middle class, social interaction is often
an exercise in avoiding real human
communication. Exhibitionism, as
in many other Third World
countries, is accompanied by unthinking imitation of Western patterns of consumption, defended as
an international life-style. The
average urban Malaysian is greatly
concerned with working towards
confonnity with the prevailing 'international ethos'.There is thus no
interest in developing one's individuality whether at home or in

one's occupation, at work or at
play. Consequently one detecl<; a
certain lack of authenticity in the
presentation of self in everyday
middle-class interaction. To call
our middle-class inauthentic would

considerations. There is a strong
tendency toward~ unconscious bias
on the part of an observer who is
dealing with cultural matters that
are unfamiliar terrain. Such bias
may be class-based or culturebased or it may simply be
the result of personal
predilections. For example
one may be biased in favour
' .....
of Western culturaJ mores
• -·· :f~·~,
or biased against "street
,.,.culture" or one may just
-~. ·.~~~.....,_ harbour a dislike of spicy
\ \ -......~ food. Bearing these caveats
~~ in mind, it is fair to say that
·1
the average Malaysian has
~. little interest in cultural and
artistic matters. (Statesponsored
efforts
in
promoting a national culture, apart from their inherent dubiousness, have
not and cannot bring forth
1 genuine cultural develop1 ment.)
Going further, our ugly
J....
Malaysian has a preference
·-~1-' fro
for superficial sensation
.
.~~~~r.~.r. r;y
_. over genuine feeling. And
-·-...,.~
· • ·-":l;;~~~,-.
.:::: : because the purveyors of
~
l"~
~~..;-"..
pop ular ente.....
?: ... . . . ··~-.
~=-, ....:oment over
,;:
..
·
'·
~~'
television,
cinema
and the
;:"
.,~~ .
'
Press have chosen to ex?y;
ploit philistinic preferen~"'- ~ed, ...,
fi~
ces_. ~ur ~iety is caug~t in
"~~~...
t~*
~~~~· a VICIOUS CtrCle. There 1S no
~~~
~~
. • ,.•• ,..."="..".l.J.~... ·:·--;t;. ·-"-;
· '~
rt·r.,~, ~.._; ,
., demandforculturalcontent
l~
-:"•
"'
'
in the mass media, we are
;.·. C: ..:
told, so little time and space
are alloted to such content This in
be sadly academic for they do not
even comprehend anything difturn keeps the interest in cultural
ferent from their present way of
matters at a low level, thus further
reinforcing the depressing superlife. Hence the mediocrity and shallowness that dominate our urban
ficiality of our national life.
landscape.
A friend of mine, in despair
over the quality of the mass media,
does not buy newspapers and does
ANTIPATHY
not own a television set. However,
in order to keep up with current
One
manifestation
of
events, he reads an 'alternative'
mediocrity is a philistinic chip-onmagazine and listens to the news on
the- shoulder antipathy towards
the BBC World Service. A colculture and refinement. In talking
league in the office, after visiting
of philistinism one must of course
him at home, offered him the loan
keep in mind some precautionary

.

0'-r e
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of an old television set out of concern for the poor deprived fellow!

"LOOSENESS"
One cannot leave this subject
without noting the general "looseness" among our people in both the
public and private sectors. Making
free with promises; making free
with public property and facilities;
making it a point of pride to
manoeuvre round inconvenient
rules and regulations, - these are
examples of " looseness" in our
daily lives. In government service,
the entrenched tidakpathy is too
well-known to need elaboration.
Suffice it to say that when life and
limb are at stake, as in hospitals and
clinics, this lackadaisical attitude
can bring about some grim hilarity.
My neighbour and his wife once
went shopping for kitchen pots and
pans. After careful selection, he settled for a set of stainless steel
saucepans from among those on
display, having decided they could
not afford the non-stick type. Then
the shop-assistant went into the
storeroom and brought out a stack
of cardboard cartons which he
proceeded to wrap up. While putting the cartons into the car, my
neighbour's wife opened one of
them and examined the contents.
Apparently the saucepans were of
the non-stick variety. My neighbour immediately went back and

told the shop assistant they had
been given a more expensive item
by mistake, whereupon an exchange of saucepans took place.
When my neighbour related this
incident to some of his colleagues
at work they chided him for having
brought the goods back to the shop
for exchange. After all they had not
done anything dishonest - merely
by keeping quiet they could have
become the proud owner of a set of
prestigious non-stick saucepans.
My 'neighbour's colleagues were
recommending what I call looseness of conduct which is unfortunately becoming common in our
community. No thought is given to
the ethics of acquiescing
in
wrongdoing for the sake of personal gain. No thought too for the
adverse consequences that may
befall the unfortunate shop-assistant. On the contrary the idea of
gaining a benefit without actually
having committed a wrongdoing is
seen as acceptable, even clever. By
the same token, to have done what
my neighbour and his wife did was
foolish and square.

SPIRITUAL VALUES
Is it possible, you may ask, for
one nation, one society to contain
so much ugliness 1 Can anyone survive all this ugliness in the run-up
to 2020 ? Actually, it only seems
excessive because in keeping with
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the subject of our discussion, the
beauty in Malaysian life has not
been considered. Of course we
have our good points and this was
conceded at the very beginning of
our discussion.
To start with, we are not a
banana republic but a constitutional
monarchy with a significant history
behind it. There is also a residual
psychological depth to our people,
enriched as weare by our multi-cultural mix. In fact the common
spiritual values upheld by aU the
communities in this country constitute a bedrock of faith and a ballast of tradition. Thus the
deleterious effects of the dubious
internationalism that we have mentioned above are mitigated by a
sense of self and of place. One can
believe that ultimately Malaysians
do realize that culture may be
universal in orientation but it is
local in inspiration.
When it comes to the crunch, in
matters of fundamental importance, the average Malaysian will
reach back to his particular spiritual
tradition for a touch of ultimate
reality. Perhaps that is why the current interest in a caring society,
though officially-sponsored to
begin with, has struck a deep chord
in our society. And in the end that
sort of human response will prevail
over all the synthetic modernization and SO<alled development
that is going on apace.+

LETTERS

Which Constltutlon?

0

spiritual and moral values is conspicuous.

ne of the pinciples of the
"Rukun Negara" is the
upholding of the Constitution. In view

of the numerous and contemplated
changes to it, the question arises which one?

MalaysiQ/1
JOHORBAHRU

Great Religions Have Much
In Common

M

r. Akbar S. Ahmed is to be
congratulated for his wise and
balana:d article "Dangerous
Stereotypes" (AM 1992:12(1)).
The history of the great religions
has at times been disfigured by the
acts of some of their followers who
allow religious differences to be a
focus of conflict and hatred. It is a
grave error however to attribute these
acts to the true teaching of these
religions. On the contrary, truly understood, religion teaches us to revere
and honour other people, to respect
their rights and to be tolerant of our
different ways and beliefs.
The great religions have much in
common and it is this which we
should be looking at and seeking how
we can build on it, how we can use
these common ideals to b-ing about
greater mutual understanding and
goodwill and how we can unite to
combat the many evils of today,
amongst which the erosion of

Dr. Peter Mooney
KUALAWMPUR

Sheikh Ahmad Deedat's

Lecture

O

n 26th February, 1992, I, a
Christian, attended a lecture
presented by Sheikh Ahmad Deedat,
the South African Muslim orator at
Dewan Bandaran, Butterworth. The
topic of his lecture was 'Mohammad in
the Bible' and it was opened to both
Muslims and non-Muslims.
My sole intention of attending
this lecture was to have a better understanding oflslam. But to my shock
and dismay I was treated to a speech
denouncing Christianity, Buddhism
and Hinduism. Part of Sheikh Ahmad
Deedat's lecture was centred on discrediting non- Islamic religions especially Christianity. Statements likeChristianity is an illogical religion, do
not allow the small non-Muslim
population to control the larger Muslim population and other inflammatory statements were made without
the slightest sensitivity towards the
non-Muslim audience. At the end of
Sheikh Ahmad Deedat's talk my nonMuslim friends and I were left feeling
angry, disgusted and disillusioned
with Islam.
Speakers like Sheikh Ahmad
Deedat not only put Islam in bad light
among non-Muslirns but also seem to
create tension among the different
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religious groups in our~ loving
country. I am greatly surprised that
the Government in its effort to create
a caring society, ' ·"- ,. people of all
races and religions arc called upon to
live in harmony, tolerance and goodwill, have allowed such a speaker into
our country. His words if left unchecked will lead to chaos and disrupt the
~ we are now enjoying.
The organizers, ABIM ,USM and
Pusat Islam should in future be more
sensitive to people of other faiths
when inviting fore1gn speakers. This
should apply not only to Muslim organizations but to all the other
religious groups as well. Let us
remember that these foreigners have
nothing to lose when our country is in
turmoil but we as its citizens have
everything to lose.
Where religion is concerned, all
of us have to be sensitive to what we
say and do. Since my younger days I
have been taught by my parents to
respect all religions and to love all
men.
Datuk Mohamed Sopiee in an article in the Sunday Star dated 11th October, 1987 said that our Constitution
gives us the right to seek the
knowledge of God freely, in hannony
with others, in our own way. We
should aU refrain from forcefully attempting to change the faith of the
others. Being sensitive to the
religious beliefs of others is the duty
of every Muslim, Christian, Buddhist,
Hindu. etc. because, as Mohamed
Sopiee said, the words of Jesus
Christ, ''Do unto others as you would
that they should do unto you," are
found in practically every religion.
Prophet Muhammad said: "No
one of you is a believer until he
desires for his brother that which he
desires for himself."
The Talmud of the Jews: "What is
hateful for you, do not do to your fellow men. That is the entire Law; all
the rest C. commentary."
The Mahabharata of Brahmarusm; 'This is the sum of duty: Do
naught unto other which would cause
you pain if done to you."
Buddhism: "Hurt not others in
ways that you yourself would find
hurtful."
Confucius: "Do to every man as
you would have him do to you;·and
do not unto another what you would
not have him do to you."

So let all of us abide by this rule
so that the people of this nation not
only gain material growth but also
spiritual growth. For the sake of
everyone let us not turn our country
into another South Africa.

Lazarus
BUKrr MERTAJAM

matter how laudable their objectives.
We suggest instead that the workers
be encouraged to form and run such
cooperatives themselves. The MIC's
role, if it so desires, could be to help
organize programmes to educate
workers - preferably, irrespective of
ethnic origin - on the objectives of
cooperatives and how they could be
managed for their benefit.

Terence Gomez
on behalfof The Executive
Committee,
Society for Christian Reflection
FEDERAL TERRITORY (KL) &
SELANGOR

Another MIC Cooperative
Is Not Needed

T

he MIC President, Samy Vellu,
announced on 18 Februlll)' 1992
the party's intention to establish another
cooperative. Its objective: to promote
savings among Indians for the tertilll)'
education of their children. The
cooperative is to be modelled on the
method used by Koperasi Jaya Diri
(Kojadi), a cooperative promoted by the
MCA.
Of late, the MIC has shown an increasing productivity for establishing
various forms of financial bodies.
Also on the drawing board are an
education fund and an investment
holding company. This, of course,
does not include the MIC's existing
three trust funds, its investment arm,
Maika Holdings Bhd, and three other
cooperatives controlled by various
MIC leaders.
Over the past years, since these
various financial bodies were established, we have noted with great consternation how most of them,
particularly Maika Holdings, have
been adversely affected by the factional disputes within the MIC. We have
also witnessed how Koperasi Ncsa
and Koperasi Majujaya, two MIC-rclated cooperatives, were placed under
receivership by Bank Negara in 1989.
Complaints have also been made by
members against Koperasi Pekerja
Jaya, whose chairman is Samy Vellu.
That Kojadi should be used as a
model is also interesting; in 1988, this
cooperative was implicated when the
deposit-taking cooperatives scandal
was exposed. involving a number of
MCA politicians.
Under such circumstances, the
Society for Christian Reflection has
to question the wisdom and purpose
of establishing another cooperative,
or for that matter any fmancial body,
under the auspicies of the MIC, no

Pollee Harassment

I

appeal to the IGP Haniff Ornar to
immediately put a stop to police
harassment on the NUPW rival groups
who are exercising their rights as union
members in their attempt to overthrow
the present leadership democratically.
The police harassment was reported to
the IGP by the rival groups and
highlighted by national dailies recently.
But to-date we are yet to hear from the
IGP regarding this matter.
After more than three decades, it
is only now that the poor and helpless
,srassroot members have realised that
they have been talcen for a ride for too
long and have decided to change the
NUPW leadership. As such it is essential for the members to organize and
explain their noble cause to fellow
members in order to disseminate information and expose the wrongdoings of the current leadership. This
democratic right to change the leadership is recognized in most democratic
countries.
This task is made difficult by
limited resources and the inacessible
mass media. In spite of this, the rival
group does its best to organize and
meet as many members as possible to
explain their side of the story. But the
current leaderhip has all the facilities
and resources (funds. newsletters,
paid staff etc.) to counter the rival
group.
Hence, I request the IGP to ensure
that the poor and the helpless NUPW
members be allowed to exercise their
rights as lawful union members
without any hinderance. This will
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help the rival group to create an
awareness among the members on
their rights and whatever they have
lost under the present leadership.

N. Mahendran
PORT KLANG

Defender Of The Nation
Dlscr1mlnated Against

I

am a citizen of this country. I have
served the nation during those
diffteult days, fighting the conununist
terrorists for five years (1953-1958).
I am a member of the Ex-Armed
For~s Association. I served with the
Reece Regiment (PENINJAUH) PERTAMA.
But whenever there is an annual
conference of our association or any
other activities organized by the association, I am not informed of this.
I do not know why, but I assume
this is probably because I am considered a non-Malay or non-Bumi
that they are not bothered to inform
me.
But they must bear in mind that if
this nation were to be attacked by its
enemies, I too have a role in defending my nation. Though I am old I am
still capable of handling 18 types of
weapons.
I do not know how many other
non-Bumis who have rendered service to our nation, are being subjected
to this discrimination and feeling terribly hurt.
This injustice will not go on
forever. I believe God is taking note
of this and those responsible for this
discrimination will have to justify
their action on Judgement Day.

Krishnan
TA.PAH

Save The Children Of Iraq

P

eople throughout the world who
truly love peace with justice shall
never forget, nor will they forgive, the
war crimes committed against the
innocent people of Iraq by George Bush
and his murderous accomplices during
the Gulf War a year ago.
One year after the beginning of
the hi-tech mass murder of a few

hundred thousand innocent men,
women, children, the elderly and the
sick in Iraq, George Bush and other
well-dressed, well-fed and well-paid
criminals are still killing about 500
Iraqi children every day through their
economic sanctions against Iraq sanctions which are highly immoral.
The world cannot sit idly by and
allow this genocide against the Iraqi
people to continue. To do so would be
to participate in and support this utterly heinous crime against humanity
perpetrated by George Bush and his
murderous clique. We must not be
part of this conspiracy and crime of
silence.
We must speak up, and speak up
loudly, and clearly when innocent
babies are killed or maimed for life
everyday. Everyday when we eat our
meals and each time we go to our
churches, mosques or temples to pray
to God, let us remember the horrific
plight of the people and children of
Iraq.
Each and every one of us, in
whatever part of the world we might
be, should do our utmost to help alleviate the great suffering of the
people of Iraq by helping to send
them food, milk, medicines and medical equipment and supplies.
At the same time, we must continue to work relentlessly so that the
unfair, immoral, illegal and barbaric
economic sanctions against Iraq will
be lifted immediately.
Last but not least, we pledge our
support for and solidarity with the
valiant, suffering people of Iraq.
Together we shall endure and prevail.

FanYewTeng
CoordiJUltor, Committee to Save
the Children in Iraq (Malaysia)
KUALA LUMPUR

Massacre In East Timor
CondemnedA Letter to Indonesia's
President Suharto

W

e as concerned people and
organizations in Malaysia
who are committed to peace and justice
in the South-East Asian region, strongly
condemn your Government over the
massacre of over 100 unarmed civilians
in Dili, East Timor on 12 November

1991 which involved a Malaysian
student, Kamal Bamadhaj. Today, 7
December 1991, the 16th anniversary
of the Indonesian ~y's occupation of
East Timor, we urge you to end this
illegal occupation, as urged by UN
Resolutions No. 1514 and 1541 on East
Timor, as a means to remove the root
cause of incomparable sufferings of the
East Tunorese.
We learned that the massacre occured at the end of a peaceful procession by over 3,000 East Timorese
through Dili, to commemorate the
death of an East Timorese youth
which happened two weeks ago.
Hundreds were injured, including
foreign journalists, and hundreds
more were arrested subsequently.
This unfortunately represents only an
episode in a long chain of brutal
repression and a terror campaign
aimed at forcing the submission of
East Tunon~sc to Indonesia's occupation since 1975. We also learned that
up to 200,000 East Timorese could
have been wiped out through the
military operations so far- either
directly or through the widespread
famine caused by it. This occured
while the rest of the population live in
daily fear - testifying to the dismal
failure of the 16 years of Indonesia's
military policy in East Timor.
As part of the peaceful and justice
loving international community we
cannot remain silent when such a
long-standing astrocity happens in
our region. Therefore we join the international community, in support of
the cries of East Timorese, in calling
upon your Goverrunent to:
1. Invite an independent international investigation into the 12
November massacre as well as all previous cases of human rights abuse in
East Timor;
2. Stop the transmigration
programme to East Timor so as not to
threaten the demography of East
Timor;
3. Respect the rights of East
Timorese to their natural resources by
revoking the Timor Gap Treaty which
ceded oil-mining rights in the Tunor
Sea to Australia;
4. Begin an immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all military
units from East Timor as a flfSt step
to facilitate self-determination in East
Timor.

Dr. Ariffin Omar
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Creating Healthy
Nationalism

T

here is no doubt that nationalism
among indigenous people
brought an end to colonial rule in many
countric.;. Nationalism among the
Malays brought an end to the Malayan
Union. But after 34 years of
independence, what exists is a narrow
conception of nationalism among the
political parties in our country.
Communal parties are the main
stumbling bloc:ks towards creating a
healthy national consciousness among
our people. A narrow concept of ethnic
nationalism could lead to sectarianism
which pits one ethnic group against
others when dealing with
socio-economic issues. A true
nationalist is never a racist but is one
who loves the people of his country
though they are from different ethnic
groups. He is also one who unites the
people against the threat of foreign
imperialism. The present leadership
should strive to create a national
consciousness among the young
through the education system and the
mass media.

Ronald all Benjamin Joseph
IPOH

lacocca Should Read His
Own Book!

A

ccording to The Star (13
January 1992), Chrysler Corp
chairman Lee lacocca has urged the US
government to slap sanctions on Japan
if the massive American trade deficit of
US$41 billion does not shrink.
When a man of lacocca's stature
advocates something so drastic as
sanctions, then we have to sit up and
take some notice. After all, he is a big
man with a big salary - more than a
hundred times that of an ordinary
worker in his company. He also gets a
lot of handsome perks.

However, the trouble with Iacocca and many other US CEO. is that
whenever they relapse into hysteria
over the defeat of the US by Japan in
the trade war, they forget one crucial
fact: the Japanese worker is more
productive than the US worker just as
the Japanese CEO is more productive
and more imaginative than his US
countelpart.
Iacocca admits this fact in his
autobiography lacocca: An Autobiography. He says, "Japan's workers are
also more productive thtva ours./
don't ~an thai they're ~tttr, merely
that they operate by a dif!utl'll set of
rules."
He goes on to elaborate: "There
are really only two job classifications
in Japan: skilled and unskilled.
Depending on what needs to be done
on a given day, a worlter may perform
a variety of jobs. If the floor is dirty,
he'll pick up a broom and sweep it
without '!"Ortying about whether
that's part of his job definition.
Naturally, this sense of responsibility
leads to much greater efftciency."
He then laments, ':Such a system
would be unthinkable in Detroit,
where every worker has a specific set
of duties."
On Japanese management compared to US managemen~ Iacocca
says: "Japanese management, too,
operates by a set of assumptions that
might seem stran&e to us but that contribute to their overall success. The
typical Japanese auto executive
doesn't earn anything close to what
his counterparts are making in
Detroit Nor does he receive any
stock options or deferred compensation."
Importantly, he points out: "Unlike his counterparts in Detroit, the
Japanese executive lives in the same
world as the workers rather than in a
completely rarefied environment"
Iacocca should remember that
another reason for the US economic
decline is the absence of a national industrial policy. For he himself has
said: "We're not going to make
progress until we give up the
ridiculous idea that any planning on a
national level represents an attack on
the capitalist system. Because of this
fear, we're the only advanced country
in the world without any industrial
policy."

Iacocca knows what is wrong
with AmericL Instead of moaning,
groaning and bellyaching like a small
boy, he should re-read his own
autobiography. And better still, he
should also take the trouble to read
David Halberstarn's bestselling TM
Reclwning which tells us how Japan
beat the US in the auto industry war
and rewrote the rules of international
business competition.

motorways (six lanes) between all
state capitals and major towns.
*give Malayan Railway a bigger
role in the transport of goods.
•step up the export drive for the
Proton SagL This would replace any
shortfall in sales on the local market.

SaijAstrel
KUANTAN

Fan Yew Teng
KUALA LUMPUR

Solve Local Road

Problems Arst

I

t is wonderful to read of how weU
our national car is selling especially
in the overseas llllllket This is where
we earn foreign exchange and at the
same time. enhance the prestige of our
nation.
On the home front however, we
read that car dealers arc complaining
about the proposed increase in the
price of our car which, they say, will
result in a reduction in sales to the
lower income group. Do we really
need more cars on the road? Especially when we are still trying to overcome the fo,llowing problems:*serious air poUution - 70% of it
due to car exhaust fumes.
*accident rates in Malaysia are
going up due to careless driving and
an increasing number of cars on the
road.

*insufficient compensation for accident victims; Third Party claims are
inadequate.
*public transport is infrequent
and below standard_
It would be better if we concentrate on solving these problems
before talking about increasing sales
in the local market. Some possible
solutions are:
*improve the frequency and
reliability of our public transport system. (How about a Proton bus?) so
that it becomes a viable and attractive
alternative.
*increase Third Party insurance
premiums to provide for higher compensation to accident victims.
*accelerate the construction of
roads capable of handling the volume
of traffic on the road. There should be
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PM Squander1ng Our
Resources

T

he PM completed the Penang
Bridge, the highways. the golf
courses, this towa-, that project, all the
biggest, the tallest. the widest, the
longest etc. etc. For what? Only to
show off and squander our resources,
thereby Jiving rise to higher taxes,
more inflation and unemployment
Then, he introduced the Mitsubishimade assembled-here cars. Another one
is to come, this time by Daihatsu. I
won't be swprised if we can make
rodcets or missiles in this way.
Whatever for? As A/iran Monlhly said
in its 1991:11(12) issue: Ifwe cannot
provide basic necessilies to everyone
living in this land of abundance, then
we have no right to call ourselves a
caring 90Citty. It is high time we put
these squandereR out of office. Our PM
also gave permission to the Evil One to
ltill Iraqi children, women and the agecL
A man lilte this we want to praise
slty-high! Then, there is the 100%
salary rise. These are only a few of his
squandering ways. Really, we are made
out to be lilte donkeys day in and day
out Until and unless PAS, DAP and
other opposition leaders create the
Peoples' Front (Barisan Raltyat), we
will go on being fooled every minute.
everyday.

Arif
BUKIT P/NANG, KEDAH

Samy, Hands Off the MIC
Constitution!

W

hy the urgency to amend the
MIC Constitution to give the
MIC President wider powers - to mess
up even the various state MICs? It is.
very clear that he wants to remove all

the state chairmen who are not in his
favour.
Allow me to recall Samy's own
words of achievement at the MIC
General Assembly recently: "Now, I
have the mandate to uplift the community ..." After 12 solid years of his
presidency.
He already has the CWC to do his
marketing, the Tamil Nesan
newspaper to give his ego a boost and
enough wealth for his next generation, what with his Zegna suits and all.
Remember Samy, what the great
Mahatma Gandhi once said to a question as to why he only clads himself
with a loin cloth: "The day when my
teeming millions can afford to wear
decent clothes to cover their halfnaked bodies, that shall be the day
when I will clad mine."
Nobody is important There is no
urgent need to amend the MIC Constitution to give Samy more powers in
the various states. Samy even meddles with the town council seats by
deciding on his own list of unfit town
councillors.
So far, has Samy ever given the
state chairmen two weeks to explain
to him the fundamental problems
facing the Indian community? The
disastrous addiction of the Indian
community towards Indian
videotapes has adverse consequences
for children and teenagers, what with
their crude murders, ugly rape scenes
and gangsterism. Suicides among Indian Malaysian teenagers could well
be attributed to such exposure.
A total ban on unethical Tamil
tapes, which have no moral, cultural
or educational valule is needed.
Another social evil that has been
passed on to yet another generation is
alcoholism. To date, no concrete steps
or measures have been taken.
Has Sarny ever toured the estates
sincerely to assess the actual poverty
situation? What positive steps has
Samy taken to ensure that the Tamil
language survives until the year 2020
and beyond? Has it ever occurred to
him that Tamil education need not
stop at Standard Six but could continue into the secondary and tertiary
levels? Has he ever wondered why Indian Malaysians don't even own a
single bank, a hotel or even a supermarket in this country?
Or why there are only some 0.3%
of Indian Malaysians in Commerce

and Trade; why there are relatively
fewer ethnic Indian farmers,
vegetable sellers, fishermen or fish
mongers? How many Indian
Malaysians own Petronas, Proton and
other NEP-related licences or shares?
Who is to restructure the community
to see some balance in trade? Who is
to enhance their current miserable
equity ownership level which stands
at just 0.8%'! What about scholarships, the intalces for professional
courses, government jobs and intakes
for teacher training and nursing?
What about the plight of ethnic Indians with red ICs who are waiting
anxiously for citizenship?
Samy, for a change divert your attention to the many more issues that
are seriously hampering the entire Indian community's growth. Indian
Malaysiaps are not boat people. Your
recent demand about amending the
MIC Constitution is uncalled for.
Perhaps Samy, it would be wise if
you quit as a Minister to concentrate
sincerely in uplifting living standards
of the Indian community and for
heaven's sake, Tali College is not
your family property for you to sell as
and when you like.
Well, delegates to the el\traordinary general assembly called by
Samy, this is the last chance to save
democracy in the MIC. Otherwise it
will become "Samy's Indian Congress".
Demanding an amendment to
allow for elections to MIC Youth and
Wanita posts is a positive step. To further uphold democracy, a centralized,
fair, confidential and just election system for the president's post in every
state will be most appropriate.
Karuppan

JOHORBAHRU

The Most Difficult Puzzle!

I

have just returned, after a
four-month holiday overseas. My
four copies of Aliran MonJiuy were
opened. Before reading I wanted to
arrange them in sequence. I found it the
most difficult puzzle ever. Your "Sorry,
Wrong (issue) number" notice in one of
the issues only added to my confusion
because I was looking for the "issue
numbers". But I never saw the word
"issue" anywhere.
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Why not add the word "issue" or
state the month, i.e. January 1992 etc
so that there will be no problem in
filing AM in sequential order.
I hope this will be looked into immediately.

NPNair
SEREMBAN

j

Recognition of the
inherent dignity
and of the equal
and inalienable
rights of all
members of the
human family is
the foundation of
freedom, justice
and peace in the
world...
Excerpt from the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights

POLITICS

Review of the Jerai, Kedah
parliatnentary by-election
One verdict but different
views. According to Dr.
Mahathir, the reduced
majority for Barisan in his
home state was due to
poorer voter turnout. But
Anwar Ibrahim claims the
support for PAS appeared
to have deterriorated. Find
out what ANa NETTO
bas to say on the verdict.

was slashed from 4,602 votes to

3,726.
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir implied that the reduced majority in
his hOme state was due to the poorer
voter turnout which he said was
"normal for by-elections". UMNO
Baru vice-president Anwar Ibrahim
said that "support for PAS appeared
to have deteriorated although the
Barisan retained the seat with a
reduced majority".

BARJSAN WSES MORE
GROUND
Winning mqjority slashed

once again
nee again, the Barisan. represented by its dominant component party UMNO Barn,
suffered a sizeable drop in its byelection winning majority at the
hands of PAS, this time in the contest
for the Jerai parliamentary seat in
Kedah on 4 March. Its
majority

0

---

This is misleading. If we assess
the performance of the two parties
in terms of the share of the valid
votes cast. a
different picture
emerges (see accompanying table).
We can see clearly that popular
support for the Barisan in the constituency declined from 58.6% at
the last general election to 57.3%
this time around - a reduction of
1.3%. Conversely, PAS, far from
losing support, actually increased
its share of the popular vote in Jemi
by 1.3% to 42.7%.
The 1.3% decline in popular
support for the Barisan in Jerai conrums the trend seen in the recent
Sedcam and Jerlun
by-elections, where the Barisan suffered
drops of 3% and 1% respectively
(in the share of the popular vote).

BIASED REPORTING

PAS candidate N•lr Othman.

j

I

Fadzil Noor returns from an illness to campaign in Jerlli.
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Our mainstream media are
reluctant to provide accurate
analyses of by-election results.
These so-called analyses are often
distortions of the truth. In this
respect, V K Chin's The Star takes
the cake. Despite PAS' improved
performance, the paper ran an
analysis which was titled 'PAS'
hopes in Kedah fade with Jerai
defeat' describing the results as a
"crushing blow" for the Islamic
revivalist party which can now
"give up on Kedah". This daily
seems to be heading for the pits (if
it isn't already there) in terms of
independent reporting after reaching dizzying heights only a few
years ago.
It seems that whenever the
Barisan wins with a reduced
majority, our newspapers try to
keep comparisons with previous

who was once a director of the
cooperative.

TAXI-DRIVERS

.mv..

A lorry~OIId of Mrth
In Jerai: Ukelh• other rural .,..., Jerai h• been
largely by~ in development progrMVn•.

election results to a minimum. But
if the Barisan was to win with an
increased majority, then it is certain
that the improved
performance
would be highlighted.

NEGLECTED
Let us take a look at some of the
factors which contributed to PAS'
better performance.
As discussed in our analysis of
the Serkam and Jerlun by- elections
in AM 1991:11(12),rural areas like
Jerai have generally been cut off
from the mainstream of development.
Poverty in areas like
these is still widespread even after
35 years of independence. This is
the result of development policies
which are heavily biased in favour
of urban areas so much so that rural
areas have been neglected. But
rural voters are now becoming
more and more conscious of the
increasing disparity in rural-urban
incomes. And they are expressing
their dissatifaction through the ballot box.

CANDIDATES
There was also some dissatisfaction within Barisan circles over
the choice of its candidate,
Badaruddin Amiruddin, who is the
Jerai UMNO Baru Youth head.
Supporters of the UMNO Baru
Jcrai division deputy chief Abdul
Razak Hashim were said to be un-

happy that the party's national
leadership had disregarded the
division's choice. Razak was also
said to have had the blessings of
Mentri Besar Osman Aroff.
Backers of another local
UMNO Bam strongman, Abdullah
Makmum J unid - the younger
brother of Agriculture Minister
Sanusi Junid, who is trying to assert
his authority in Kedah in the face of
rivalry with Osman - were also
reported to be disappointed with
the party leadership's choice because they feared that it would
bring Abdullah's political career to
a premature end. Many of these disgruntled UMNO Baru supporters
are believed to have stayed away
from the polls in protest; this could
partly account for the 4% drop in
voter turnout to 69%.

SHAMEUN
One of the main issues which
PAS exploited in this campaign
was the issue of compensation for
those who had lost their deposits
when two subsidiaries of Koperasi
Shamelin Northern Region went
bust. namely Bumino Sdn Bhd and
Puncak Jerai Development Sdn
Bhd. Many of iL<; members, who
were mainly farmers, had taken
bank loans to invest in the cooperative. PAS pointed an accusing
finger in the direction of the
Barisan candidate, Badaruddin,
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Another large group who felt
that they had been taken for a ride
\\ere the taxi-drivers of Jerai. They
were particularly cheesed off when
the MARA bus company doubled
the frequency of its bus service
from Guar Chempadak to Yan
(which falls within the Jerai constituency). This led to a sharp drop
in the taxi-drivers' individual incomes from around $40 per day to
under $20, barely enough to pay the
daily hire charge or $25 for the use
of a taxi. As a result, several of
these drivers are also believed to
have switched their support to PAS.

DEFECTIONS
PAS' chances were further
boosted when several hundred
UMNO Baru members in Jerai unexpectedly defected to PAS and its
APU
coalition partner, Semangat 46 in the run-up to the polls. The
defectors included prominent local
UMNO Baru leaders and JKKK
members. But these defections
went unreported in the mainstream
media, which isn't surprising.
Instead, just two days before
polling day, radio news announced
that some 450 Seman gat supporters
in neighbouring Pendang had left
the party. This was vehemently
denied by the head of the head of
the party division's 2,000 members, Mohd Isa Yasin, who
described it as a publicity stunt. Indeed, the entire Semangat 46 Pendang division executive committee
later challenged those responsible
to prove the veracity of the news.
Mohd lsa also claimed that since
the party's Jerai division was very
strong, there was no way that such
a publicity stunt could have been
orchestrated in that area; hence the
switch in focus to nearby Pendang.

DISAPPOINTED
Although PAS improved on its
performance in Jerai as compared

JERAI PARUAMENTARY SEAT
f

1990 General Election

BN

15.723

58.6

14.538

S'7.3

PAS

11.121

41.4

10.812

4q7

TOTAL*

26,844

100.0

25.3$0

100.0

MAJORITY

4,602

le.726

•Valid vo• cut only

with the 1990 general election
result, its 42.7% share of the votes
didn't quite touch its best performance in the last fifteen years of
electoral competition in that constituency. That was achieved in
1986 when the party bagged 44.1%

of the popular vote in Jerai losing
by a majority of only 2,900 votes.
PAS leaders could not conceal
their disappointment at not having
achieved a much better result this
time around. As in the recent Jerlun
by-election, the opposition party
had fancied its chances of pulling
off an upset victory. In hindsight, it
must be said that the party was
overly optimistic in its assessment
of its chances. A 4,602 vote
majority in favour of the ruling
coalition is not something which
can be overturned so easily especially in -a by-election when the
ruling coalition can pump in all the
resources it can get hold of and
concentrate it in a small area like
Jerai.

MISSING VOTERS
Nevertheless, PAS president
Fadzil Mohd Noor felt that the
party could have performed better
if more voters from outside Kedah

had returned home to vote as they
had done in the last general election. Moreover, he added, many
PAS supporters had already left for
their pilgrimage to Mecca and were
therefore unable to cast their ballot
The PAS leader. who had made

a return to active campaigning after
a proionged illness, also alleged
that many voters who turned up at
the PAS checking centres were unable to fmd their names on the electoral rolls despite having voted at
the last general election.
Infonned sources within PAS
also concede that the party also lost
out in the battle for the 4,000 odd
ethnic Chinese votes
at- ·
tributing this to scare tactics used
by certain quarters. It is undeniable
that Chinese Malaysians remain
highly suspicious of the party's motives. These suspicions have been
fuelled to a large extent by the
biased media coverage of the performance of the PAS-led Kelantan
state government.
Attempts by PAS to attract
these votes by highlighting
Badaruddin •s past remarks in support of Malay pre-eminence were
effectively
neutralized
by
Osman's pledge to guarantee
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protection of the interests of the
Chinese community. The Barisan
candidate,
Badaruddin,
also
managed to attract some of these
votes with his ability to speak in
Chinese.

CAPABILITY
As usual, unfair media coverage
played a major role in ensuring victory for the ruling coalition. The
last straw for PAS came when
Utusan Malaysia carried a report on
24 February entitled "Pengundi
J erai diminta pilih tokoh pentadbir
bukan tok guru" (Jerai voters asked
to choose an administrator who is
not a religious teacher). In the
report, Minister of Domestic Trade
and Consumer Affairs Abdul Kadir
Sheikh Fadzir was reported to have
said that Kelantan Mentri Besar
Nik Abdul Aziz Nik Mat did not
know how to administer the state
and was only a puppet leader. He
added that this had led to the crisis
with the federal government over
the Pergau hydroelectric dam
project in Jeli, Kelantan.
Nik Aziz promptly sent
lawyers' letters to the Minister and
the newspaper demanding a published apology failing which a sum-

Preview of the Buklt Psyul)fJ, Terenggsnu
state by-election

TOO CLOSE TO CALL
But opposition PAS has the edge

L

cdinJ . . . .abe 21 Apil by-election f«the

Batit Payun1 state assembly seat in
Terengpnu which was cleclamf vacmt by the
H1Jh ea.t asunina the tlmd d decUnins supp«t
for die Barisan contnJes and barring irregubribes. it
IDI*IIib Ibis is pg to be lhe best chance f« PAS
D nodi ill finl by- election vickxy since lhe 1990

..........

-'electioa

Tbe APV illelf appears to be quiedy confident
of n:ainina abc Bukit Payuna scaa which it captured
illhe 1990 polls wilh arazct·lhin majority of only
17 votes. The opposition coalition will have the
&ylllpllby of fence-siaers who feel thai PAS was
afoltluulfe 10 lose the leal the way it did.
. ARMy. tile Barian has started providing
copioa of the Qur·an, piped water and sewing
madljnes to the ~sidentl ot Bukit Payuna.
Mallalhir. wittingly« odlerwiiiC, increased the len·
sioa when he toot the unusual saep of announcing
that he wanted the Home Ministry to pay closer
attenrim to Ibis by-dcclion because, he claimed. the
area Wll prone 10 outbreaks of violence during
election campaiana.
We can eXpect the usual announcements of
Selnanaat 46 defectiOns 10 UMNO Baru as the
eleclioll anpaip inaensif'acs. In bet, the Semangat
46 Marana division head, Mep vahya Megat
Osman, has a!Rady openly denied speculation lhat
he would be crossing over to UMNO Baru. (Bwt
Payuna falls within tbe MaranJ P'U'Iiamenrary conmons would be issued seeking $1
million in damages. Indeed, the
issue over whether religious
teachers would make capable
political leaders seemed to be
directed at the PAS candidate,
Nasir Othman, the headmaster of
the An-Nahdhah religious secondary school in Bukit Besar. Nasir
retorted that by questioning the
capability of religious leaders,
UMNO Baru also seemed to be
doubting the ability of several of its

atituency.) Semanpt461eadcn have wumed their
members in the ara to be wary of any move to
orchestrate 11to01e cross-overs. The area is said to be
espec.ially vulnerable IS it lacks
prominent
passrooiS puty leaden who could help thwart such

attempts.
There are nunblin1s dial UMNO Baru, bavin&
succeedod iA its cowt action to declale the previous
election f« the Buldt Payun& Slate leal nuD and
void, will now be seetin& a similar declaration f«
the Marana parliamentary seal. At the 1990
aeneraleleeti.on. PAS deputy president Hadi Awan&
won tbe seal with a majority of 161 votes.
'The \Udictat Bukit Payuna could have • impo1181ltbearill8 on die political futuR oCTerenganu
Mentri Des. Wan Mothw. A favourable result
would s&rcn&lbcn his position in the party while a
setback would put him at a disafvanaaae. He will
have to steer cautiously throup several potential
minef~elds. These include controversies surroundina Syarikat Scri Terukoo Sdn Bhd, the losses of
Perbadanan Memajutan lttisad Neaeri Terenapnu
and lbe ~ of shares in Llnlt Tin F'ICldl and
TDMN.
We can expect a very intense, nail-bitina contest
- a close fight. But PAS enllerS lbe fldd with a sU&hl
edae. The Barisan will hope to chisel that away
using the entire wei&ht of party and aovemment
machinery at its disposal.+

own leaders JVhO hailed from
religious backgrounds- leaders like
Yusof Nor and Abdul Hamid Othman.
PAS was not spared dissatifaction amongst its own members over
the choice of its candidate for the
poUs. It appears that
several
party supporters who were followers of a local religious leader,
Pak Man, were unhappy that Nasir,
a protege of another religious
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teacher, Yahya Junid, was selected
as candidate.
In conclusion, we can say that
this was a by-election which confinned that support for tha Barisan
in rural areas has
declined
since the last general election. It is
ironical that it is now happening in
areas which were once considered
UMNO strongholds. UMNO Baru
leaders will be going all out to stem
this tide in the coming Bukit
Payung by-election. +

Development

The People Will Not Be Dammed
More than 800 Sabahans
stand to lose their land,
homes and fieJds to a $200
million dam project. What
is more distressinng is that
the authorities are doing
their best to keep the villagers in the dark over the
project, says CAROL
YONG from Sabah.
he Sabah Water Authority
plans to build a 200-foot high
dam with a capacity of 13,300
million litres of water across the
Babagon River to meet the needs of
residents in Kota Kinabalu and surrounding areas up to the year 2010.
Besides the construction of a dam at
Babagon River, the project also involves a water treatment plant at
Kampung Tomposik,lnobong and a
raw water pipeline between Inobong
and Babagon. It is expected to cost
about M$200 million.
If approved, this project will
displace more than 800 residents
from the villages of Kolosunon,
Babagon
Toki,
Tampasak,
Babagon, Timpoluon, Madsiang,
Pogunon, Pagansak:an, IGntup and
Tomposilc. These villages are all
located within a range of 20-25 km.
from Kota Kinabalu. Life will not
only be different, but miserable, for
the rural folks without land. Land is
the source of livelihood as well as
bearer of the people's cultural
heritage. As one resident laments,
"Why must we be made the victims
for the comfort and development of
the Kota Kin..'lbalu residents?"
As in most development, the
poor will be the one to lose out. The

T

majority of the people hving ruong
the Babagon River will never get
the chance to enjoy a single drop of
the water generated from the
Babagon Dam even though the dam
has a production capacity of 13,000
million litres of water and the treatment plant is capable of treating
110 million litres of water a day.
This is because the people
whose homes and fields will be submerged have been asked to move
out. 1be authorities have not, to
date, informed the people where
they will be resettled. Nor have they
made public the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) on the
proposed project. A few villagers
are, however, informed that they
will be moved to Tawau, in the East
Coast of Sabah.
In addition to that, public
facilities such as tfle clinic, school,
community haJJ and church in
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Kampung Babagon and Tampasak
which arc also used by residents
from nearby villages will be ·
destroyed. The water in the dam
endangers not only physical infrastructure, but more importantly,
the safety of those living along the
Moyog River, of which the
Babagon is a tributary. Erosion and
sedimentation along the section of
the river below the dam will
threaten the ecosystem of the
Babagon River.
Worse still, the dam may collapse as a result of even slight
tremors. In fact, a tremor was experienced in this area on May 18,
1966, with a strength of 5.4 on the
Richter Scale. In May last year
another tremor registering 5.2 on
the Richter Scale occurred Thus,
the possibility of tremors recurring
cannot be ruled out.
Despite opposition from the villagers to the implementation of this
project, the State Government has
not revealed whether it will go
ahead with the project or scrape it
completely. Apparently, preliminary work for the construction of
the dam has begun since April
1990. Government land surveyors
have entered two of the villages,
namely Kampung Tampasak and
Babagon. In the process of doing
the survey they cut down some tree
crops belonging to the villagers.
A month later, the State
Government published a notice in
the Gazette stating that 760 acres of
land affecting 120 landowners may
be required for the Kota Kanabalu
Water Supply Project. A similar letter was sent to each of the landowners while those without titles to
their land, or having only Land Applications, were not informed at all.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING THE BABAGON DAM CATCHMENT AREA
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Residents from those Kampungs directly affected have given
ample opportunity to the government to clarify this matter as well
as act on the issue. These included
the fonnation of a Committee Opposing the Construction of the Dam

llll"'

-- - ~

Project; requests for meetings and
dialogues with the Chief Minister,
Moyog State Assemblyman,
Deputy Director of the Water
Department, etc; a signature drive
that amassed 700 signatures which
have been submitted to the Moyog
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State Assemblyman and Penampang District Officer; and fmally in
July 199l,apeaceful protest calling
for the cancellation of the project.
The residents have also
proposed alternative ways to
generate the water needed without
the enormous cost and environmental damage that the dam will bring
about. They have suggested improving the existing water supply
system by increasing the number of
water pumps and stopping the loss
of water through leakage and pilferage in the State. Moreover, if
residents in town used water in a
more controlled and wise manner,
the water shortage may not be so
pronounced.
However, as expected, the antidam campaign is seen by the
government as anti-development
and official responses to the
people's demands have not been
very positive.
On Feb 15, 1992, residents from
six villages gathered at a meeting
and formed an action committee,
the Alliance of Village Action
Committee, to continue to oppose
the proposed project. Fear that they
will lose their ancestral land had
prompted them to come together to
ensure that the dam project, which
has been shrouded in secrecy,
would not be built.
The people arc determined to
stay and fight for their rights, no
matter at what cost. For, if the construction of the dam really takes
place, it will drown their future and
that of their children and children's
children.+

Justice

Dishonest Pursuit Of Justice
UN allegations against Libya a need to be fair and just
The US-motivated decision
of the UN Security Council
in demanding that Libya
bands over two of its
citizens over the Lockerbie
bombing is yet another instance of the jaundiced
morality that characterises
US foreign policy.
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR

explains why.
he unanimous Security Council decision to ask Libya to
hand over two of its citizens
allegedly involved in the bombing of
an American airliner over Locketbie,
Scotland, in December 1988 is yet
another proofof the degree of control
that the US and its allies exercise over
the UN Security Council The two
Iibyans have also been accused of
bJowingupaFrenchairlinetin 1989.
It is shocking that the UN
Security Council could have made
such a decision when there is so
little tangible evidence of Libyan
involvement in either air tragedy.
Libya itself has denied any involvement and has requested the UN
Secwity Council to set up an international panel of independent investigators to look into the two
episodes. It had earlier made the
same request to the United States
and Britain. Neither the UN nor the
two Western powers have
responded positively to the Libyan
proposal.
The Libyan proposal is a sane,
sensible one. If the United States,

T

Col Qedhafi: Contending with the
wrath of the W•L

Britain and France have compelling
evidence of Libyan complicity in
the alleged crimes, they should
have no qualms at all about submitting their evidence to an independent panel. If, on the other hand,
found
the two Libyan nationals
guilty by the panel, then the whole
world should demand that appropriate punishment be meted out
to them for the heinous murder of
innocent human beings.

are

An independent panel rather
than the US-controlled Security
Council should be the mechanism
for pursuing justice in these two
cases for certain important reasons.
One, earlier investigations into
the Locketbie episode in particular
had indicated Syrian and Iranian
involvement. The Western media
had mentioned this on and off in
late 89 and 90. However, after Syria
joined the US-led anti-Iraq coalition in late 1990, it was somehow
exonerated from the 'crime'.
Likewise, as soon as Iran sought to
build bridges to the West during
and after the Gulf War, it was
deemed 'innocent'. Indeed, there
was a time when theWestern media
linked Lockerbie to a drbgs operation involving nationals from two
or three countries including the US.
Two, in 1986, the US had also
accused Libya of a terrorist attack
upon a German nightclub frequented by American servicemen
and subsequently conducted an
aerial strike against Libya. Reports
have now emerged which say that
there was no basis in the allegation
that Libya was involved in the
nightclub incident.

AccUMdUby.,.
AbdeiB....cAII
ai-Uegrahi;
l.Mnen Kh•IH•

Fhiluh:
Lyb• requeet. 1111
International pMel
of Independent
lnveelig..ors r~~th•
lhllll the
lJS.controlled UN
Security Councl.
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The ill-fated US airtiner reassembled: Justice will be bener MrVed with the Libyan proposaL

As a nation which, though
small. is prepared to stand up to
Western
dominance
and
hegemony, Libya, since 1969,
(when Col. Qadhafi overthrew the
pro-Western King K.amalldris) has
had to contend v. tth the wrath of the
powerful in the West.
Three, whenever the US accuses a cert:un state of ' terrorist
acts'. one tends to be a lillie scepti-

George Bush: Looking for foreign
adventure to boost ~torll chanc•
at horne.

cal because the US is highly selective in its condemnation of terrorists and terrorism. Israel, an
entity born out uf tcrruril>nl, an entity which has made terrorism a
vital element of both tls domestic
and foreign policies. has never been
described ·as a terrorist state· by the
US. On the contrary, the US has
always been very protective
towards Israel. In the ultimate
analysis, it is all a question of
whether one is on the stde of the US
or not.
Four, the US should be the last
nation in the world to brand others
as ' terrorists', since it has engaged
in terrorism of the most brutal kind
- against lillie nation-states like
Nicaragua and Panama and
Granada. It is th1s hypocrisy which
weakens the US case against Libya.
Five, since 1992 is a crucial
election year for both George Bush
of the UnitedStatesandJohn Major
of Britain. they are looking for
some foreign adventure which will
boost their popularity with the electorate. Both Bush and Major need a
boost badly since they have lost a
lot of support as a result of the
economic mess their countries are
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in. Bush knows from his
predecessor's Granada adventure.
just as Major knows from his
predecessor's
Malvinas
(Falklands) adventure, that bashing
some small foreign country helps to
win votes at home.
It is obvious from all this that
the underlymg motives behind the
Libyan move are not all that sincere. This ts no honest pursuit of
justice. Rather it is yet another example of that highly selective, totally jaundiced notion of morality
which has always characterised US
foreign policy. If anything, it has
become more immoral in the postCold War era.~

• This article was written
two months before the
March 31 Security Council
decision to impose air and
arms embargo upon Libya.
Though it has been overtaken by t'\-'tnts the arguments in the article are still
valtd.

misappropriated and the public
thus has the right to know how
and why misappropriation on
such a scale happened.
AmarGi/1

Executive Committee
17 February 1992

Babagon Dam Project

A

CURRENT
CONCERNS
Excessive Expenditure By
State Governments Should
Be Investigated

A

LIRAN views with concern
the cost overruns by state
governments that have been
pointed out by the AuditorGeneral, Tan Sri Ishak Tadin. At
the recently held Second State
Public Accounts Committees Seminar, Tan Sri Ishak diaclosed that
various states had incurred cost
overruns that totalled $481 million
in 1990. Of this amount, Johor
alone accounted for an astonishing
$419 million.
One cause of these escalation
in costa is reported to be change•
in the scope of the projects undertaken by the state governments
thus resulting in unreasonable increases in costs. The expenditure
beyond the budget allocated fo
each state was described by the
Auditor General as 'illegal and unauthorized". They constitute
violations of the Federal Constitu-

tion which requires that the public
authorities monitor strictly and
account for their expenditure in
order to ensure that there is no
misappropriation of public funds.
If state governments can
spend amounts beyond their
authorized limits, the possibility
arises of gross wastage of public
funds not to mention the padding
of expenses in order to profit
favoured contractors. The $481
million in excess expenditure by
state governments demonstrates
at the very least colossal
negligence by the relevant
authorities. An investigation by
the Attorney-General and the
Anti-Corruption Agency into the
unauthorized expenditures is
called for so as to ensure not only
that the budget overruns were not
designed for personal gain but
also to deter such squandering of
public money in the future. The
findings of the investigation
should be made public as it is
public funds that have been
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LIRAN fully supports the
people of Tampasak,
Babagon Toki, Kolosunan,
Babagon, Timpoluon, Madziang,
Pogunon and Inobong, in opposing
the proposed Babagon Dam
Project.
If the construction of the 200foot high dam goes ahead, it will
displace about 800 residents in addition to causing damage to the
environment. The people will be
dispossessed of their land and
hence their source of livelihood
and cultural heritage.
The dam with a capacity of
13,300 million litres of water
across the Babagon river will endanger the safety of people, river
resources and property. Public
facilities such as clinic, school,
community hall and church in
Kampong Babagon and Tampasak, which are also used by residents from villages in the vicinity
will be submerged.
The villagers affected have initiated numerous actions, among
others a signature campaign, requests for meeting and dialogues
with the relevant government
authorities as well as a peaceful
gathering to voice out their concern on the issue. However, official
responses had not been very encouraging.
It i• in thi• light that ALIRAN
continues to support the villagers
in calling for the cancellation of
the project. We believe that if the
dam goes ahead, it is a serious
violation of peoples' fundamental
rights.
Furthermore, ALIRAN views
with serious concern the process of
development that does not take
into account the demands of
people especially those affected.
All development policies and
programmes, to be succeuful,

must include people in the
decision-making process.
SttphenLaw
Sabah Local Group
AURAN
17 Febnaary 1991

The United Nations
Economic Sanction
Against Iraq's Children and
Others

S

lightly more than a year ago
Iraq was bombarded "back
into the primitive age" by the US
and its allies and their collective
technological and military prowess
(with, ofcourse, the blessings of the
UN Resolution 678) - for having
invaded Kuwait.
That massive destruction, it
turned out to be, was not to be the
end and the be all, for post--war
Iraq is still facing UN punishment
in the form of a comprehensive
economic sanction, an action
whose impact is particularly felt
by the country's children, women,
the aged, and the poor.
According to a recent report
(1991) of the Committee to Save
the Children in Iraq, thousands of
Iraqi
children
are
being
threatened "by death due to food
and water shortage, and disease".
In general, the situation in
Baghdad and other parts oflraq is
depressing, to say the least. Iraq,
faced with the collapse ofessential
infrastructures, is plagued by
cholera, tuberculosis, a shortage
of vaccinations, and lacks proper
forms of essential surgeries.
Given the calamitious, disastrous and fatal effects of the UN
sanction upon the citizens oflraq,
ALIRAN therefore feels that it is
utterly inhumane and humanly
disgusting that the US, Britain
and France (member states of the
elitist Security Council) were considering "further measures" to
punish Iraq as they were not satisfied with the degree of Iraq's compliance with the UN's terms of
embargo.
It is ironical that this UN
punishment (i.e. economic sanction) against Iraq, for allegedly
not fully complying with its re-

quirements for Iraq to bare its
weapons of mass destruction,
seems
quite poised towards
destroying thousands of innocent
lives in Iraq.
It is instructive to quote what
Warren A.J. Hamerman of the International Progress Organization said on 13 August, 1991
before legal experts from all over
the world sitting on the UN Organization Subcommission on
Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities:
A graue and systematic uiola·
tum of human rights and fundamental freedoms is being
carried out against the entire
population of Iraq, in form and
dimensions withoutpncedent.
The most basic right, the right
of life, is being den~d in fact to 18
million people by the continuation
of the sanctions policy, implemenUd through the UN Security
Council.
That such a policy be carried
out on the basis of decisions made
by a UN organ is unprecedented in
the history ofthe UN, as it inuolues
a tot4l boycott, following the
deliberate destruction of Iraq's infrastructure.
A further special feature ofthis
case is that the uiolation is being
carried out not by a natioalgouemment, but by an intergouernmental
body against the population of a
member state of the UN.
As fellow human beings, we in
ALIRAN urge Malaysians of
various ethnic and religious backgrounds to register their moral
anger and concern over this mat-ter with the diplomatic representatives of the Security Council
member states in Malaysia.
We should also try to persuade
the Malaysian government and
governments of other countries,
especially those in the Third
World, to seek a halt to this collosal socio-economic strangulation of, and genocide against, the
Iraqi people through international fora such as the UN.
that
Finally,
we
h ope
Malaysians will give their support, financial or otherwise, to the

'
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Campaign to Save the Children in
Iraq.
Tht ExtcUJivt Committtt
l5 February 1992

"The action of the
Bar Council is In
no way inimical
to the Interests of
the Judiciary but
is an attempt to
preserve its
integrity and
dignity."

The Bar Council AGM

A

li ran lauds the decision of the
Bar Council to uphold the
1988 resolution. It is ample proof
that the Bar has stood by its principles and has not allowed the passage of time to erase from its
memory the shameful and scandalous episode concerning the
removal ofTun Salleh Abbas as the
Lord President as well as the
suspension of the 5 judges.
The action of the Bar Council
is in no way inimical to the interests of the Judiciary but is an attempt to preserve its integrity and
dignity.
The authorities should respect
the firmness and unflinching
determination of the Bar Council
to protect the integrity of the
Judiciary. The Lord President
should take cognizance of the
overwhelming vote and act according to moral principles and do
what is best for the interest of the
Judiciary.
Dr. Ariffin Omar

President
17 March 1992

t WHY IS THE RINGG£1' BECOMING STRONGER'!

Purchasing Pria Priy

ridiculously expensive. The
reason was quite simple. The

So had the rin&&it got
ringgit had become too
undervalued? What detercheap.
Thus, converting the
mines whether a currency is
foreign
prices of these goods
lroly
undervalued?
into
Malaysian
prices made
Economists have Ions ago
the
price
of
these
items way
come up with the idea that
out
of
line
with
local
prices.
exchange rates should adhad
been
violated.
PPP
just so that the prices of
Just like other man-made
goods in two countries
laws,
you can violate
would trans1aae into JOUBhly
economic
laws for a while
equivalent terms. That is,
and
get
away
with it but in
the exchange rate between,
the
long-run
there
is no essay, the Malaysian and the
caping these laws. The
Singapaean
currencies
ringgit could be undershould adjust so that if you
valued for a while, but
convert the price of things in
sooner
or later it would have
Singapore by the exchange
to
adjust
to its proper value.
ram then it should be roughly the same as the Malaysian
Trade DejiciJ
price of the same things in
But why has it happened
Malaysian shops. That idea
now?
Some say that
goes by the name of ..pureconomic conditions now
chasing price parity" or
are just the opposite from
PPP.
what they should be to spur a
Now all anyone needs to
ringgit recovery.
do is to talk to their aunties
Many people who look at
to realize that shopping in
our international trnde
Singapore was no longer
figures argue that, for the
cheap because the ringgit Touriatllto ~cine in aplendow: The OOW'I1ry
moment, one should in fact
bad become so weak. Just a recorded • net gllin in towt.m in 1ie0.
expect the ringgit to
couple of years back,
depreciate further rather than
Malaysians used 10 go to
appreciate.
Since 1970, our
would cost about four pounds.
Singapore to shop b«ause it was
bal:mce,
that
is exports of
trade
cheaper. After a couple of years of That translates to 14 ringgit,
goods
less
imports
of
these items,
which was just a bit higher than
the ringgit sliding against the Sinhas been positive every year exthe ten ringgit that the same
gaporean dollar, people used to
cept 1982. But since 1987, the
"original" cassettes would cost in
still go to Singapore to shop, not
trend has been for imports to inMalaysia.
But
at
the
end
of
1991,
because it was much cheaper but
crease
faster than exports, bringmusic cassettes were selling in
because there was a greater
ing
down
the trade surplus. From
England at 7 .SO pounds, and the
variety for certain kinds of goods.
a
sutplus
of
13 billion ringgit in
exchange rate was above 5.0
But in the last year or so, nobody
1987,
the
trade
surplus has been
ringgit to a pound. That means
goes to Singapore to shop
to 12 billion
eroded
steadily
that cassettes there cost the
anymore: converting the price of
ringgit
the
following
year, 7 bilequivalent of 37.50 ringgit, while
things there into ringgit makes it
lion
in
1989
and
only
500
million
in Malaysia they sold for only 12
much too expensive to buy goods
in
1990.
And
for
1991
the
figures
ringgit.
across the causeway.
so
far
show
that
until
November
One could compare the prices
A Slrit.ing example of how the
we actually went into the red, imof different goods in different
ringgit had depreciated is given by
porting
a massive 6.5 billion
countries :md in Malaysia over the
the price of pre-recorded cassettes
ringgit
more
than we exported.
last six years and the story would
in Malaysia and England. Around
Any
person
who knows even a
be the same. The foreign prices of
1985, the pound was worth 3.5
tittle
bit
of
economics
can tell you
these items had become
ringgit, and a music cassette
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that when your country is importing more chan it is exporting. then
the currency has to go down.
When you import, you have to sell
your currency to p:1y for your imports. The opposite is true for exports: they produce demand for
the local currency by the foreigners who buy our goods. If a
country is importing more chan it
is exporting, it follows that there
is greater seUing of its cwrcncy
chan buying. When ch:at happens
the value of the currency should
go down.
But a little knowledge can be
misleading. if not outright
dangerous. While our trnde
figures have been bleak. they are
only part of the story. The supply
and demand for the ringgit also
depends on v:uious ocher factors.
This includes money that enters or
leaves the country purely for investment purposes. This is known
as capital flows. And apart from
trade in goods, &here are also the
intemational transactions for nonphysical items to look at. This includes
transportation
and
insurance ch3fges, money spent
by tourists. expenditure on education and so on. All these items are
lumped together and called ''services". The b:llance of trade on
services is just as important in
detcnnining supply and demand
for the ringgit as is the tmde
babnce for goods.

Tourifm
One area where we used to pay

·~

vast amounts to foreigners was on
services. For the last ten ye:u-s, we
have always had a deficit of between 7 biUion ringgit 10 I 0 billion ringgit for these items. This
was because we paid foreign companics huge amounts for
transporting our goods, or underwriting our insurance, and spent
biUions on both educating young
Malaysians abroad as well as just

having holidays in far-away
places.
We still spend as much on
most of these items. But because
of the dramatic increase in the
numberoftouristscoming into the
country since the success of the
Vist Malaysia rampaign, the
country rec~ed a net gain in
tourism in 1990. For each of the
1351 two years. foreigners spent 6
biUion ringgit more in Malaysia
than Malaysians spent on their
trips ahrood. This has had a significant positive impact on our
services account. Thus one factor
that has always been a strong drag
on the ringgit is now no longer
such a heavy burden on our currency.
And even the picture for trade
in goods is not as black as some
would make out. It is indeed true
that our trade position for goods is
going to be negative by about 6 to
7 billion for 1991 compared to a
surplus for the previous years. But
there arc already signs that the
deficit will narrow significantly,
if nottoblly reverse to a surplus.
in 1992. Our trade deficit for
goods was 4.7 billion ringgit for
the first six months of 1991. But
in the remainder of the year to
November (the last month for
which figures are available) it had
fallen to a deficit of 1.8 billion
ringgit. In foct, our monthly trade
balance has gradually improved
from a staggering defiCit in April
1991 of 1.6 biJ(jon ringgit. In
November. we actuaUy recorded
asurplus.of60million ringgit- the
first monthly surplus in 1991. The
improvement in trJdc has been crrntic but unmistakable.

Foreign I nveslmenJ
Furthennore. while our impons of goods exceeded exports
by more than 6 million ringgit last
year. much of this was financed by
foreign investment coming into
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the country. Foreigners have increased their investments in
Malaysia on a breath-taking scale.
For investments in manufacturing
alone, the amount of foreign inve~tment approved by our officials has multiplied ten times from
1.7 billion ringgit in 1986to 17.6
billion in 1990 and a slightly
lower 16 billion in 1991.
The figures are not yet available for us to be able to tell how
much of the investment in
manufacturing by foreigners for
last year was actual money
brought in from abroad rather than
borrowed locally. But given that
the maximum mtio of borrowing
to owner capital that business
people are gencrJUy comfortable
with is no greater than 1 for 1, it
is safe to guess that at least 50 per
cent of the investment of foreigners will be from their own funds
coming in. Even after taking into
account the lag between approval
and implementation. it is estimated chat foreign funds coming
in for investment in manufacturing would have been in the region
of 8 billion ringgit. That is much
greater than our trade defiCit in
physical goods.

lnJerest Rates
Another fxtor that has twned
the tide for the ringgit has been
interest rates. From about che mideighties. when our economy was
caught in the worst post-independence recession. interest rates
had been very low in this country
compared to many others. Thus.
many Malaysians put their money
in currencies like the Austr:llian or
the New Zealand doUar where
they could get interest at about
three times the local fixed deposit
rJtCS.

However. of late, Malaysian
interest rates have been moving
up while those of foreign
countries have been coming

down. This means it is becoming
less attractive to put our money in
foreign currencies. Since last
year, our interest rates have actually gone higher than a lot of
countries. In the US, the rates that
banks quote each other is about
4.5 per cent, in Singapore it is
about 6.5 per cent, but in Malaysia
it is over 8.0 per cent. This is because while other countries arc
seeing lower innatioo, and thus
can allow lower interest rates, in
Malaysia the government is quite
concerned about rising inflation
and keeps interest rates fll11l to • what was needed to get a wave of
people changing into ringgit. And
make sure inflation is under cononce the momentum grew, with
trol.
the "hot" inter-bank money comHigher interest rates (coming in for the higher interest rates
pared to other countries) have had
here, the currency started to look
the effect of attracting foreign
very
attrJctive. When people
funds into our country. Any mulbegan to notice that they could
tinational company that needs to
gain not just by the higher local
borrow money for investment in
interest rates but also by placing
Malaysia will find it cheaper to
their money in an appreciating
borrow in Singapore or the US
currency, the effect was to draw in
and then bring that money into
even more money. Thus there was
Malaysia. Singaporean banker.;
a snowballing effect in joining the
who have surplus short-tenn
band-wagon of money coming
funds will find it better to park that
into ringgit.
money in ringgit rather than to
earn interest at the lower SinWhat Next?
gaporean interest rate if they were
· Will this surge in the ringgit
to keep their money in their own
If so, for how long and
continue?
currency. And Malaysians no
to
what
point?
It would be foolish
longer have a strong incentive to
a
definite
answer. The one
to
give
take their money out of the
thing that is certain about the
country to earn higher interest.
financial markets is that nothing is
The overall effect is a great
certain. But if we go by the buying
demand for the ringgit.
power of currencies, and look at
A Lillie Shove
the cost of hamburgers. cassettes,
pencils
and so on - items that are
It is thus quite obvious that
locally
produced in the various
conditions had become right for
countries, not taxed and of comthe ringgit to rise. All it needed
parable quality - we would still
was a little shove. And this Bank
find that most items are much
Ncgara provided in the flfSt week
more expensive abroad than here.
of this year when they bought an
That would mean that the ringgit
estimated 400 million ringgit
has room to gain some more so
against the US doUar.
that these items become
This is not a very big sum by
equivalently priced in the dif.
the standards of the foreign exferent countries. That is the basic
change markets. But it was just
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idea behind the purchasing power
parity theory.
However. if the ringgit appreciates too much, then our exports
would
become
uncompetitive in foreign markets.
That would affect the sales of
Malaysian goods abroad. A significant decline in our exports
would affect the economy the way
the significant decline in commodity prices affected it about ten
years ago. And the government
realizes this. It seems plausible
that Bank Negara will act to control the ringgit from appreciating
too much. In early March this
year, they had in fact intervened
in the foreign exchange market to
sell ringgit, thus preventing further sharp rises.

Bank Negara lnterwmtion
The most likely scenario
would seem to be that from here,
Bank Negara will intervene in the
foreign exchange market to try to
prevent any further sharp appreciation of our currency.
However, ultimately, no
centrJJ bank can go against the
funds of all the world if everyone
decides to buy the currency. The
fundamentals for the ringgit have,
it seems, changed in its favour.
When Bank Negara intervenes to
lower the value of the ringgit, it is
likely that currency investors will
see this as an opportunity to buy
ringgit while it is temporarily
cheaper. The selling of ringgit by
our central bank can thus be expected to alternate with the buying
of the currency by foreign exchange traders. The overall effect
would probably be further appreciation of the ringgit. However, with Bank Negara already
showing its desire to control the
ringgit rise, any further apprecia·
tion is not likely to be as rapid as
the move that we have seen in the
first two months of the year.~

Economy

Why Is The Ringgit
Becoming Stronger?
After years of continuous
decline, the ringgit's sudden surge of strenb'ih
recently left many
Malaysians bewildered.
An Ali ran member explains how, overnight, the
ringgit became the fastest
known appreciating currency in the world.
What's up wiLh the Ringgit?
incc the end of I:.Lo;t year. the
ringgit has staged a very
strong r..illy. Against the Singaporean dollar. our currency has
moved from 1.67 ringgit to the Singaporean unit to 1.57 a1 the end of
February. That is an am.'ll.ing 6%
appreciation within a matter of just
two months.
The recent upsurge of the
ringgit is not just against the Singaporean currency. In the first two
months of this year, our currency
gained 5 per cent agai~t the US
dollar. II per cent against the
pound, 6 per cent against the
Australian dollar and even appreciated by 8 per cent against the
mighty yen. So far for the year. the
ringgit has probably been the
strongest currency in the world.
The ringgit's appreciation has
left everyone quite bewildered.
Only a couple of months ago. currency traders were saying that the
ringgit would deteriorate to two

S

ringgit against the Singapore311
dol be. ~d might depreciate from
2.7 ringgit against the US dollar to
2.80. The ringgit had gradually
depreciated over the last few
years. and most were expecting
the trend to continue.
So what happened? Why has
the ringgit suddenly transformed
from being a sure loser to the
fastest known appreciating currency in the world? Is there an
explanation in terms of fundamentals changing in favour of
the ringgit'? Or ha..'> the currency
market gone crazy?

Continuous DecliM
One reason that the currency
appreciation has shocked many is
that they just got used to the
ringgit almost continuously
depreciating against most other
currencies. In the six years between the end of 1985 and the end
of 1991,the ringgit had lost 81%

of its value against the yen, 47%
against the Singapore311 currency
and 12% against the US unit. The
norm that people had grown used
to was a declining ringgit.
But just as it makes no sense
to think that because it has been
raining for a long time it will
therefore go on raining forever,
similarly the fact that the ringgit
has been falling for many years
does not mean that it will fall
forever. Property prices, share
prices, commodity prices - prices
of whatever that is traded - do not
move in one direction forever.
They can't. There comes a point
when they get either too undervalued (or overvalued). When
enough people realise this, the
trend reverses.
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